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Sales
slated
to begin
fhe dark fire cured. Type
23, market will open Jan. 19
in Mayfield and Jan. 20 in Murray. There will also be a sale
in Mayfield Jan. 21 and in Murray Jan. 22.
Sales will continue through
the season on Monday and
Wednesday in Mayfleld and on
Tuesday and Thursday in Murray. This opening was delayed
because of the burley market
postponing its sales.
Growers are encouraged to
make a great effort to class
and prepare their crop for market. There are indications some
of the tobacco companies may
purchase less tobacco from the
1998 crop.
Growers should do the best
lob possible in preparing their
tobacco if it is to be bought
by the tobacco companies.
1 he next scheduled air cured
sale will be Jan. 5 in Murray
and Mayfield. The clean up sale
for air cured tobacco will be
Jett 25 in Mayfield and Jan.
26 in Murray. This will be the
last opportunity to receive price
support for the 1998 crop of
air cured tobacco.
FOr additional information,
contact Will E. Clark at (502)
753-3341.

IRS offers
assistance
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Tax
time will tell whether the IRS
LS really more helpful and respon- •
sive to taxpayers this year. But
as tax filing season begins, officials say at least it will be easier to get through on the telephone.
On Monday, the lnternal Revenue Service opened its taxpayer help lines (1-800-8291040) 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.- In the past, those
lines were staffed 16 hours a
day, six days a week leading
up to the April 15 deadline.
"During this year's filing season, we'll never edge," IRS Commissioner Charles Rossotti told
reporters.
Rossotti and Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said the
longer help line hours, along
with other improvements, will
mean fewer busy signals and
less time spent on hold.
In addition, IRS offices in
250 locations will be open on
13 Saturdays between Jan. 16
and April 10. Last year, such
"help sessions" were held only
on the last few Saturdays at a
few locations before the tax filing deadline.
Taxpayers should call IRS
to find ,he office nearest them
ttvat will be open-on Saturdays.
These changes are part of
the 1998 reform law intended
to transform the much-maligned
IRS into a friendlier, more service-oriented agency. This law
gets its first test in this tax filing season.
"We hope that by doing our
Job better, people will understand
that the IRS ... is not an enemy
of the taxpayers at all," Rossotti said.
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By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the new, 106th Congress set to
convene in a day, Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott is struggling
to craft guidelines for President
Clinton's historic impeachment trial
that can satisfy Democrats as well
as Republicans divided among
themselves.
Lott slipped out of the Capitol without speaking to waiting
reporters on Monday night, after

a day in which the GOP rank and
file heaped fresh criticism on a
bipartisan proposal for truncated
proceeding tharivo-uld result in a
test vote in less than a week's
time.
"I simply believe we must accept
our responsibility to conduct the
impeachment trial, followed by a
vote to remove or retain the president," GOP freshman Sen. Rod
Grams of Minnesota told Lott in
a letter. He cautioned against a
proposal to "shortcut the proce-

dure" envisioned in the Constitution.
On the other hand, Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said today a majority of
senators want to expedite the proceeding against Clinton.
"The longer this drags out, the
more airimonious, the more political and the less helpful it'll be,"
he said on NBC's "Today." "We
ought to be looking for solutions."
Much of the criticism of a
quick solution has come from con-

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
legislator who challenged a newspaper publisher to a duel, but said
he was joking, likely will be seated in the Kentucky House without a protest today.
Rep. Ricky Cox, R-Campbellsville, said he intended to take
the constitutional oath that requires
office holders to swear they have
not fought duels with deadly
weapons or challenged anyone else
to do so.
That's despite Cox's challenge
to Richard Robards, publisher of
the Central Kentucky News-Journal in Campbellsville. "I offer
him a choice of the following:
pistols. knives, fists and skulls,

Hastert
makes
pledge
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep.
Dennis Hastert says his main goal
when he is chosen speaker of the
House is to end the political divisions that have held legislation
,hostage, --ate-Thereby restore the
nation's faith in Congress.
"This Congress has to go to
work, we have to start to produce good things that the American people want, policy that
addresses the needs of the American people," the Illinois Republican ,said before a meeting with
GOP leaders.
"That's our first and most
important step in restoring faith
in this U.S. House of Representatives."
House Republicans will meet
late today to choose Hastert, a
little-known six-term lawmaker,
to succeed Newt Gingrich as their
leader. On Wednesday he is to
be formally elected speaker with
the convening of the 106th session of Congress.
Hastert's surprise rise to the
leadership spot followed Gingrich's
decision to resign in the wake of
Republican losses in the November elections and the announcement last month by Gingrich's

wet corncobs or banjos," Cox wrote
in a letter, which the newspaper
published.
"My comments with regard to
the duel were intended in jest and
taken in jest by everyone that's
observed those," Cox said in a
telephone interview Monday.
The swearing-in of House and
Senate members kicks off a fourday session in which both chambers elect leaders and appoint
committees for the next two years.
No legislation can be attempted.
Rep. Kathy Stein, a Lexington
Democrat and frequent Cox antagonist, had threatened to laise a
ruckus over Cox's alleged violation of the constitution.

servatives, but Sen. Arlen Specter, event of a full-blown trial.
a moderate Republican recently
Advisers familiar with the develelected to his fourth term, also oping defense strategy said lawyers
expressed strong misgivings.
are working on trial motions con"I think it is very difficult to cerning evidence and an opening
conduct a trial if you don't have presentation that would sharply
witnesses" he told reporters.
attack the House conclusions and
Many if not all Senate Democ- the evidence from Independent
rats back the proposal for a test Counsel Kenneth Starr.
vote after a brief presentation of
The
opening
presentation
the evidence against the president. "would be far more extensive and
and the White House served notice
during the day that it was preparing a' lard-nosed defense in the III See Page 2

II See Page 2
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A TOliGH MOVE...Chess camp participants at the Murray High School intersession
collaborate on a move against another team Monday. The camp continues all week.

Ventura prepares
to take charge
By ROCHELLE OLSON
Associated Press Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — His
post-election honeymoon over,
Jesse Ventura has settled in for
the transition from unlikely politBERNARD KANE & DAVID BLACKBURN Ledger & Times photos
ical star to head of. state.
FIRST DAY...County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins (left) con"The Body" is now the govducted his fit special fiscal court meeting Monday durernor.
ing which it was decided to move future meetings to
"It's nice to be up here," Venthe third Tuesday of every month at 7 p.m. in the countura said at the end of the day
ty judicial building's district courtroom. Meanwhile, his
Monday, finally in his first-floor
counterpart, Mayor Freed Curd, spent most of the day
office after working _out of the
catching up on paperwork and settling in his office.
Capitol basement since the election two months ago.
He planned to return today to
start work on the state's two-year,
$23 billion budget.
The nation's first Reform Party
governor took the oath of office
shortly before noon Monday. He
then delivered an unscripted, 11By DAVID RAMEY
do is keeping with the Promise minute speech that included thank:
Staff Writer
Keepers and reaching beyond our yous and ideals, but avoided tax
Westside Baptist Church is host- own denominations and reach out relief, the central theme of his
ing a community-wide men's to -everyone in the community."
campaign.
retreat this coming weekend.
The retreat begins with a Fri"Now we move forward to do
The church is inviting all Chris- day session from 6 to 9 p.m. The Minnesota's business and we will
tian men to take part in the retreat, Friday session will include testi- do it to the best of our ability,"
set for Friday and Saturday at West- monies from MSU basketball play- Ventura said to about 800 people
side.
ers Aaron Page and Michael Turn- watching in the Capitol rotunda.
Curtis Gibson, a member at er and a message from Ricky He then added: "Hooyah!"
Westside, said the church decid- Cunningham, pastor at Hardin Bap-,,
About 40 Ventura critics joined
ed to expand its annual men's tist Church.
the throngs at the Capitol. The
retreat to get more churches in
Saturday's sessions will begin Taxpayers League of Minnesota
the community involved.
with a coffee and doughnut felheld a rally on the Capitol steps
"Basically, we've had a men's lowship at 8 .m., followed by
retreat at our church for a num- services from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ber years, and we had a group Saturday's sessions include serat Mattel (where Gibson Works) mons from- An Heinz, pastor at
that wanted to gecinvolved," Gibson said. "What we're trying to
See Page 2

Men's retreat
set for weekend
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Lawmaker 'off hook'
for duel challenge

Tonight... Becoming mostly
cloudy. A few snow flurries possible. Near steady temperature
30 to 35 degrees.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy.
A 30 percent chance of rain or
snow. High around 40.

Deaths
Education
Forum
Horoscope
Sports
Today
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Lott ready for middle ground
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BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
FAR-OFF VISITORS...A flock of seagulls roosted in a parking lot on North 16th Street
Monday, seeking out tidbits of food.

• See Page 2

Scott hopes for
drug indictments

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sherllis officials will ask the new Calloway County grand jury
to return indictments in connection with a New Years Eve raid ona county home that yielded 60 small marijuana plants.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott said he also hopes to get
arrest warrants and file charges. the most serious being cultivation
of marijuana more than five plants, a felony.
Any charges will likely be enhanced since deputies also found
eight firearms in the J.T. Sanders home on Blood River. Road during the raid Thursday. Scott said. No one was home at the time of
the raids he said.
Deputies found grow lights, fertilizer and potting soil in a bedroom in. the home, _Scott said.
In other sheriff's department reports, a Starview Trail woman has
reported the theft of more than $2,000 worth of items from her
home.
_. Elizabeth Hornback reported Friday that $2,290 in jewelry. cash
and checks were taken Dec. 28 while she was out of town, Scott
said.
The incident may have happened • when a friend who was watching the house allowed someone to enter it, Scott said.
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to press tor return of a $1.5 billion projected budget surplus.
"The Taxpayers League and
others are here to remind the governor of the promises he made
during the 'campaign to return
51.0(X) to taxpayers," said David
Strom, the organization's director.
Ventura has said he plans to
push for return of about $1 billion of the surplus. but wants to
use at least some of the remain:der for health initiatives.
'Chief executives also were
sworn in MondaY in other states,
including California, Idaho, Nevada. Wisconsin. Wyoming and Arizona, where Goy. Jane Hull and
four other women made the state
the first with an all-female elected -line of succession.
But none of the others generated as much attention or amazement as the .47-year-old Ventura.
who got 37 percent of the vote
in November. good enough to stun
two political veterans; Republican
Norm Coleman and Democrat
Hubert Humphrey III.
The former professional wrestler
who once went by the nickname
"The Body" before turning to acting and finally to politics did it
largely by capturing the voles of
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Number ofjudges increase in county
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Women judges are no longer a
novelty on Jefferson District Court.
Eleven donned robes Monday
and took their seats.
The number is, by far, the most
ever for the county, This time last
year, there were only six women.
And 20 years ago. there were just
two.
"I'm thrilled to death with it,"
said District Judge Virginia Whittinghill, who was elecjed to the
bench in 1990. "It's been a long
time coming. We're now at least
a little more representative of the
community and the world (in which)
we live."
More women found their way
to the bench, in part, because the

opportunity was there. Five judges,
all of whom had presided since
district courts were created in 1978
— and all men — retired.
Women filed to run in the races
for four of those seats, and won
in all four.
In by far the closest of the
races, Eleanore Garber narrowly
defeated Claude Prather, with 50
percent of the vote to his 49 percent.
Dennis Langley, a political consultant who has managed numerous judicial campaigns, said that
on the whole, the women candidates were well-qualified and better connected than the men they
opposed.
He also said that over the years,

The women who took their seats
Monday said they're grateful to
those who blazed the trail, including Judges Ellen Ewing and Olga
Peers, both of whom have retired.
They were the only two women
elected to district court in 1977,
and would remain the only two
until 1985. "There have been good
examples to follow," Garber said.
Just four of the _17 Jefferson
Circuit Court judges are women,
including two in family court.
Judith Bartholomew, who pulled
off the biggest upset in the November election, defeating the incumbent District Judge Paul Gold, said
it's not just .a matter of being a
woman, it's a matter of being qualified.

women have'become more adept
at campaigning, at reaching out
to a broad base of support, not
just other . women.
Langley also pointed out that
in the November election, women
outvoted men by about. 10 percentage points in Jefferson County.
Judge Denise Clayton, who
defeated Juda Hellmann, said there
"seemed to be a new attitude"
among voters she talked to on the
campaign trial.
"I think the public has gotten
more comfortable with women as
judges. There's a perception, rightly or wrongly, that a woman's
temperament is more suited to the
bench."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

CHESS MATE: International grandmaster Gregory Kaidanav
demonstrates a move on the instructional game board at
chess camp during the Murray High School intersession
Monday.

Hill, Dion to vie for Grammys

II Lott ...
From Page 1
sharper in tone and content" than
the one Clinton's lawyers made
before the House Judiciary Committee in arguing the evidence
didn't warrant impeachment, said
one lawyer who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The House approved 1.%o articles of impeachment on Mc. 19,
accusing Clinton of perjury and
obstruction of justice in connection with an attempt to conceal
his sexual relationship with former White House intern Monica
Lewinsky.
That set the stage for a Senate trial, and the rank and file of
both parties will caucus separately on Wednesday before the new
Congress is sworn in in an effort
to agree on a procedure.
The bipartisan plan was
advanced last week by Sens. Slade
Gorton, R-Wash., and Joseph
Lieberman, D-Conn.
It proposes that after House Judiciary .Chairman Henry Hyde presented evidence for one day, the
White House would have a day
for rebuttal followed by another
day of speeches by lawmakers
Then the Senate would take a
quick v'ote to determine whether
a full-blown trial should proceed.
Unless two-thirds 'of the Senate
voted in favor of such proceedings. the lawmakers then would
be free to turn to censuring Clinton

In a news conference in his
home state of Washington on Monday, Gorton said the plan he and
Lieberman developed would proceed only if a majority of each
party supported it.
Democrats apparently are in
favor, and his "best guess" is that
a majority of the Senate agrees,.
but "Senator Lott will propose the
plan, I believe, only if a majority of Republicans favor it," Gorton said.
While last month's House vote
largely wrapped up the House's role
in the first presidential impeachinent since 1868, officials said
Monday that lawmakers must-vote
agaitr on Wednesday — shortly
after Congress convenes — to
authorize key lawmakers to formally lay out the case against
Clinton at any Senate trial.
Several Republican sources,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said GOP vote counters were
confident such a proposal would
pass, despite a reduced Republican majority in the 106th. Con-

gress. Republicans hold a six-seat
margin,' an edge that is reduced
by one by the absence of Newt
Gingrich, the former speaker who
is retiring rather than taking the'
oath of office for his new term
from Georgia on Wednesday.
While the articles of impeachment themselves survive the,transition to the new Congress, experts
say a repeat vote is necessary for
Hyde and other so-called managers to perform their function as
prosecutors once the new Congress takes office.
That requirement also presents
Democrats with a fresh opportunity to affect the ,course of an
impeachment they have sought to
thwart.
Democratic sources,speaking on
condition of anonymity, listed several options, including a new
attempt to place the House on
record in favor of censure; a plan
to try and limit the jurisdiction
of the House's prosecutors and a
plan to try to add Democrats to
the team of prosecutors.

Garden, Smith's "Gettin' Jiggy Wit teen sensations 'N Sync and the
It" and "I Don't Want to Wait" Backstreet Boys, Lucinda Williams,
by Paula Cole, last year's best Imbruglia and the country .-ttio
new artist.
Dixie,Chi ks., •
Also favored in the best album
category was Dion for "Let's Talk
About Love," which contains the
hit single "My Heart Will GO On,"
ihe theme song from the movie
"Titanic."
Hill and Dion were expected
to compete for best album with
Twain, whose "Come On Over"
has sold more than 6 million
copies; and Madonna, who received
her best reviews for "Ray of Light."
In the best new artist Category, leading contenders were Hill,

Along with Celine Dion, Sha-.
nia Twain and Will Smith, Hill
was among the favorites to receive
Grammy Award nominations today.
The 41st annual awards ceremony will be held next month in
Los Angeles.
Hill's "Doo Wop (That Thing)"
also was a favorite for nomination as record of the year, along
with Dion's "My Heart Will Go
On," and Twain's "You're Still the
One."
Natalie Imbruglia's big radio
hit "Torn" was a contender for
NEW YORK (AP) — Diane
best record, along with "The Boy Sawyer and Charles Gibson had reais Mine" by Brandy & Monica, son to wonder whether ABC News
"Truly 'Madly Deeply" by Savage President David Westin was serious' when he asked them to take
over as co-hosts of "Good Morning America."
Sawyer is one of the news divion a bipartisan basis."
From Page 1
From Page 1
sion's prime-time stars who has Fong
He said that his top legislative
expected successor, Rep. Bob Livsine 'paid her dues on morning
goals
include reforming Social Murray's First Assembly of God
ingston', R-La., that he had had`
television.
arid
Mark
Whitt,
a
minister
at
extramarital - affairs and would not Security and Medicare, improv- Westside and ikon German, a minGibson had left the shoW just
ing the nation's education system,
last
April after 11 years as coseek the speakership.
ister from Louisville.
host, - believing he had put the
Hasten 'takes over a House providing. tax relief and boosting
Saturday's sessions will also struggling' show behind him. He
deeply divided by the impeach- national defense.
'
include
a- number of .testimonies. and Ms. Sawyer "both sort of gig"I will be me and I'm.. not
ment of President Clinton and parneed to find out that gled"- at' the idea of becoming
"Men
Newt
or
edulate
alyzed by partisan - clashes. He going to try to
are just like them," morning show hosts again.
other
men
the
57-yearHastert,'
else,"
anybody
pledged to reach out to Democ"All of a sudden we realized
old former high' school teacher Gibson said. "When .you have a
rats.
"One of the things that I want said when asked how he would lot of testimonies, people can that they _ weren't kidding," Gib'son said.
to do is to open the possibilities differ from, the outspoken Gin- relate to other men."
For more information about the
Not at 411. -ABC said Monday
for this House to work together. grich.
"We. need to start our agenda retreat, contact Westside at 753- that Ms: Sawyer and Gibson would
We need to work together, espetake over in two weeks, its most
8240.
cially on very substantive issues. now," fie said.
dramatic effort to turn around a
60 million people use the Internet.
show that has sunk slowly in the
Can they shop from YOUR wet:mite?
ratings through the 1990s. They
GDRD Networking
replace Kevin Newman and Lisa
are 'those who wonder, "Is Jesse McRee.
From Page 1
Telecommunications
Ventura up to governing? Can he
the disenchanted and young, trado the 'job?".
-Web Hosting and Page Development
ditionally disengaged voters.
-Internet Commerce
"I can always look bade to my
-LAN/WAN networks
For them, Ventura said MonNavy SEAL training when . the
-Phone Systems and voicema I
day, "We must put down the pargoing gets tough and -know that
-Computer repair and support
From Page 1
tisan party politics and look at
it's not as tough as that," he said.
-Y2K preparation
the bigger picture.... -We cannot
But she said Monday that Cox
After he was sworn in, Ven489-2666
fail. We must not fail. because if tura hugged his wife, Terry, and would be "let off the hook," at
http://gdowdy.simptenet.com
we do, we can lose this genera- their two children Jade, 15, and least for today. The House planned
Greg Dowdy
tion."
tributes to two legislators who
Tyrel, 19.
He wore a gold SEAL trident
Ventura was host of an invita- died last year — Reps. Paul Mason
in his lapel at the'ceremony and
tion-only. reception at the gover- of Whitesburg and Walter Gee of
spoke of his four years of .Navy
nor's mansion. He decided to forgo Grayson — and "it would be inapin the early 1970s as the forma- a black-tie ball in favor of a "peo- propriate to detract from the solemtive time of his life.
ple's celebration" bash at the Tar- nity" by fighting with Cox, Stein
Ventura acknowledged that there
get Center Jan. 16 with live music. said.
Cox said he was disappointed
because Stein had claimed to be
standing on constitutional principle.
Majority Leader Greg Seurat)°,
D-Prestonsburg, said Cox should
apologize but should not be denied
his seat.
Cox and Stein aside, the orgaRecently,-The Wall Street
nizational session held political significance but no drama.
Journal recognized Edward
In the Senate, where the Der`noJones' recommended stock
crane majority is a bare 20-18.

•Pledge •••

Pick 3:
3-9-7 •
Pick 4:
0-5-7-5
Pick 5:
1-3-4-5-18

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— Since Lauryn Hill won two
Grammys as part of the hip-hop
trio the Fagees, she has emerged
as a music star in her own right.
Her solo album, "The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill," won critical acclaim last year and could
bring her yet another Grammy —
for album of the year.

Two new categories have been
added this year to acknowledge
the growth of dance music in the
pop world. Awards for best dance
recording and re-mixer of the year
-were added, along with a Latin alternative rock album award, bringing to 92 the number of Grammys that will be presented.
The awards will be presented
Feb. 24 at the Shrine- Auditorium
in Los Angeles during a threehour ceremony to be telecast live
on CBS.

ABC names Sawyer, Gibson
hosts of morning show

• Retreat ...

III Ventura ...

Westin said ABC needed. to
send a strong, signal that it was
serious about improving "Good
Morning America." He appealed
to Gibson and Ms. Sawyer as team
players, convincing them that the
entire news division's image suffered because the show had become
something of an industry joke.
It's unclear how long the Gibson-Sawyer team will stay on. Ms.
Sawyer said it would likely be a
few months, but _Gibson said that
"we'll do it for as long as it
takes."
Ms. Sawyer, who was Charles
Kuralt's co-host on the "CBS Morning News" from 1981-84, will continue- as a- correspondent on the
newsmagazine "20/20." But she will
c-ut down on her traveling.
The surprise announcement
comes aS the once-dominant morning show has slipped perilously
close to third place in the ratings.
McRee and Newman, who both
joined within-- the pa.t two years,
haven't helped.

• Duel ...
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530

For a copy of the current
"kwestment Perspective,"
Including recononemiations
from our Research
Department, contact my
office.
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I. Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J 1/2 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2.10 headers
O 4.4 raised curb

A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
12 footing
Polyurethane
under concrete
O Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F 111 studds. 16
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some committee chairmanships will
go to Republicans for the first
time. Until now. the -Closest thing
for the GOP was a co-chairmanship last year of the 'Senate Education Committee. Republican
Lindy Casebier alternated with
Democrat Tim Shaughnessy.
Sen. Larry. Saunders, elected
Senate president in an alliance
with Republicans in 1997, seemed
assured of another two-year term.
Republican Sen. David Williams
of Burkesville planned to take
over as minority leader, replacing
Dan Kelly .of Springfield.
In the House, where Dembcrats hold a 65-34 majority with
one vacancy, incumbent leaders
in both parties were expected to
be re-elected. The lone exception
was Republican Rep. Stan Cave
of Lexington. Cato did not seek
another term aFi minority caucus
chairman.
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Deluxe Models
I CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18,20)

LARGE 2 CAR (22,22)
2 CAR(2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (24,30)
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

53 525

$4325
54 625
$3825
55 425

1 CAR (12z20)
2 CAR (18.20)

LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2 CAR (24,24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)

$4025
54 725
55.125
$5 225
55.925
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AROUND THE NATION
FDA approves drug for dogs
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's a nightmare for dog lovers: They
leave the house and their beloved pooch gets so upset it chews
up the sofa and urinates on the rug.
Separation anxiety afflicts thousands of dogs, and is one of the
most common reasons that dogs are euthanized. Now the government has approved the first drug treatment — an antidepressant
called Clomicalm that, when used together with canine therapy,
promises to help Fido behave better when his owners leave home.
"This is a very difficult syndrome to treat," said Dr. Stephen
Sundloff, the Food and Drug Administration's veterinary chief.
"Oftentimes (success) can mean the difference between having to
put their animal to sleep or being able to live with their pet. ...
Having tools like this available can really make a tremendous difference."
lay
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Mint is shipping out the
first batches in a new series of quarters that will eventually feature a different picture on their tails side for each of the 50
states.
But it could be spring or summer before you find one of the
new coins — which start with a design commemorating Delaware
— among your pocket change.
"It's hard to say where they're going to show up first," said
mint director Philip Diehl. That's because they are going into
stockpiles at regional Federal Reserve banks around the country
and will be distributed as needed, Diehl said.
On Monday, the mint sent the first truckloads to the central
bank's regional branches in Baltimore, Chicago, Jacksonville, Fla.,
and Philadelphia. The Philadelphia branch serves Delaware.

Address still on for Jan. 19
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's invitation to deliver a State of the Union address on Jan. 19 stands, House Republican leaders decided Monday, despite a looming impeachment
trial in the Senate.
"We expect to see him on the 19th," said Pete Jeffries, a
spokesman for Rep. Dennis Hasten, R-III., the incoming House
speaker, after key lawmakers held a lengthy meeting that touched
on several topics.
Numerous senators of both political parties suggested in television intereviews Sunday that a State of the Union speech, delivered from the rostrum in the House before an audience of lawmakers, would be inappropriate given that the articles of impeachment are pending in the Senate.
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.WASHINGTON (AP)
Hillary Rodham Clinton stays mum
with her mom on the subject of her marriage, Vanity Fair reports
in an article featuring rare public comment from the first lady's mother. Dorothy Rodham says she and her daughter don't discuss
"deeply personal things."
Writer Gail Sheehy quotes Mrs. Rodham as saying her daughter is a "very sensitive person" but not one given to excessive
emotion. "She doesn't go into one of these horribly overwrought
kinds of tizzies." she said. "That's one thing I never did, either."
The magazine explores the Clintons' marriage in its February
issue, reaching newsstands in New York on Wednesday and nationally Jan. 12.

Cosby convict wants case reopened
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The man convicted of killing Bill
Coshy's son asked the trial judge to reopen the case, arguing he
was the victim of forged evidence.
Six jailhouse letters in which Mikail Markhasev incriminates
himself were actually Written by a convicted forger, David Gomez,
according to Markhasev's lawyer.
In his motion for a new trial, lawyer Henry Hall said Gomez
testified in an unrelated murder trial that he forged the Markhasev letters so he could sell them to the National Enquirer for
$10,060.
"The Markhasev letters, I did those ... I'm a dirty bird," Gomez
testified.

Town mayor refuses holiday
WALLINGFORD, Conn. (AP) — The mayor of this town with
a history of Ku Klux Klan activity has refused to make Martin
Luther King Day a paid holiday for city workers.
•
Wallingford, where 1 percent of the popula;ion of 41,000 people is black, is the only municipality in the state that does not
give workers a day off to honor the slain civil rights leader.
"I think it sends a negative message, and: it distinguishes
Wallingford in a way that it should not be distinguished," said
Roger Vann, president of the Connecticut chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People."To have Wallingford as the only town not, to have a holiday- is really inexcusable."
'Mayor William Dickinson said his refusal has nothing to do
with'-discrimination against the holiday, which the rest of Connecticut celebrates Jan. 18

Woman doused with gasoline dies

MOUTHCARD, Ky. (AP) — A Pike County woman burned soseverely after she was doused with gasoline and set on fire that
only ,her feet were recognizable to family members has died.
A Pike County grand jury meeting later this month will determine whether an assault charge against her boyfriend, Jimmy Wolford. 42, of Mouthcard. will be upgraded to a capital murder
charge, police said.
Police allege that Wolford threw a flammable liquid on Patricia Miller Skeens, 32, of Feds Creek on Sept. 29 and then ignited it.
Skeers died early Dec. 27 at the Univessity of Louisville Hospital She had recently been transferred to Louisville from the
University of Virginia Hospital in Charlottesville. Va.
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A
regional anti-drug officer says the
methamphetamine labs uncovered
by police in western Kentucky are
only the first wave of a drug outbreak that could spread without
proper attention.
Cheyenne Albro, director of the
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force, said
his group has "only just begun"
to fight the drug. He said it will
combat methamphetamine on all
levels, from educating law enforce,trent officials and the public, to
cracking down on street pushers.
The task force uncovered
between 40 and 50 meth labs in
its nine-county patrol area during
the past year, Albro said.
Muhlenberg County Sheriff Jerry
Mayhugh said that before 1998,
his -office had never busted a
methamphetamine lab. Now, the
fight against methamphetamine
takes every ounce of manpower,
he said.

"It's a new animal," Mayhugh doing better, and we're being edu- labs in Ohio County since July.
said. "Meth labs just started spring- cated. Meth is just something new Sheriff Elvis Doolin said the reaing up everywhere all of a sud- to US:*
son for the drug's popularity is
den. This is the vvOrst phase of
Stratton's office will get more that it is so easily manufactured,
drug that I've seen in Muhlenberg help in 1999. McLean County was made out of everyday household
County."
accepted as the 10th member of items.
Mayhugh said his office has the Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force,
"We're talking about items you
uncovered about 20 labs and has and agents should be actively workbuy off the, shelf, and all you need
assisted on seven others. Those ing in the county by March, accordis the knowledge about how to
totals put Muhlenberg County first ing to Dan Bozarth, director of
put it all together." he said. "It's
in the state per population, Albro the Pennyrile Area Development
gotten so had that you can now
raid.
District.
get the recipe off the Internet."
In contrast, McLean County
"Methamphetamine is just as
Albro said about 60 methods
Sheriff Lester Stratton Said his available in Livermore, Ky., as it
office uncovered two metham- is in New York City, and don't for making methamphetamine exist,
phetamine labs during the year. he fooled otherwise," Bozarth said. but the most popular method in
and Kentucky State Police found "The drug is prevalent throughout this area is Nazi crank, made with
amither five. Stratton said it's not the region, and boundaries just don't anhydrous ammonia.
that the drug hasn't _reached the exist.
• This method can produce a 90
county but that his office simply
"The task force has been very percent.to 95 percent yield, costs
doesn't have the manpower to effective and has a credible track about $300 to
make an ounce and
properly investigate the drug.
record. They should help give has a street value of between
It takes money and manpow- McLean County the resources that $1,100 and $2,000.
Crank also has
er, and that really hurts us," Strat- they probably don't have right a more powerful and
longer lastton said. "But, we have to make now."
ing effect on the body than cocaine,
do with what we have. We're
State police have uncovered 13 he said

Audit: Bingo funds
unaccounted for
McDANIELS, Ky. (AP) — are considering how to punish the
Auditors say that nearly $300,000 organization — by levying a fine
is unaccounted for from a bingo or revoking or suspending the
operation run by a group that rais- group's gaming license, among
es money for a public park and other things for inadequate record
the needy in this Breckinridge keeping.
County community.
"We want to impress on everyThe bingo hall run by the body the necessity that they do
McDaniels Community Organiza- keep proper records," said Scott
tion has been locked up since Oct. Jones, general counsel for Chari30, when allegations arose that table Gaming. "We found a lot of
money might be missing.
organizations had trouble in '95
The audit released last week and '96 because of the newness
Santa Claus presents Linda McKeel with a Furby that she
by the state Department of Char- of the whole program. We are
won last month in a raffle designed to raise money for restoitable Gaming said an estimated7, finding that the organizations are
ration of the new city park's historic buildings. At right is
$291,826 in bingo revenue is unac- getting a little bit better."
Brad Steele, foreman of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
counted for. It's one of the largest
Several years ago,the McDanicls
and Recreation Department.
discrepancies that auditors have club began, having bingo games
discovered since the General each Monday night. Bingo has
Assembly enacted a law in 1994 been a good business for the club,
allowing charitable gambling.
with $1.7 million in gross receipts
The McDaniels audit doesn't the last three years, according to
say the money is missing, and it the state audit.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ter- and set up a $750,000 fund to
doesn't point fingers as to what
That's a sizable chunk of money, minix International has
agreed to payx for repairs.
might have occurred. Some mem- considering McDaniels isn't an
offer new inspections to thousands
Terminix Vice President Steve
bers of the non-profit club say incorporated town. It's a commuof Kentucky customers who got Good said from the company's
nothing is awry, that a lack of nity of homes and a few busiits termite treatments since 1994. Memphis.Tenn.. headquarters Monreceipts and sloppy bookkeeping nesses that sits on Rough River
the attorney general's office day the company took issue with
is to blame. Others aren't so sure. Lake, which meanders along the announced
some of the allegations by the
Monday.
The disagreements have split Breckinridge hrid Grayson county
The agreement, approved by a attorney general's office.
the 67 members, with one group lines.
Franklin Circuit Court judge last
Good said Terminix also found
accusing the other of trying to
The money raised by the week, was to settle allegations that on inspection
that Kentucky homes
ruin the club and take over bingo. McDaniels group helps maintain
the world's largest termite-control it treated had a lower incidence
In October, the arguments grew and improve the park. The club company
did not live up to a pre- of termite infegtation than nationso heated that police responded to also donates to the needy, the sick vious
court agreement.
al averages..
a shouting match between mem- and charities such as Meals on.
The new offer of followup
The original case arose When two
bers during a meeting. The inci- Wheels.
inspections would potentially affect Kentucky Departmtnt of Agriculdent prompted Breckinridge CounThe financial problems surfaced several thousand Terminix cus- ture.inspectors. Donald
Vinson and
ty Judge-Executive Tom Moorman around Christmas 1997, when tomers, Assistant
Attorney Gener- Charles Anderson, claimed Terto close the bingo hall.
member Steve- Flener questioned al Todd .Leatherman said.
Minix and five other companies
Kenton Smith, the common- why the organization profited only ,
Terminix denied violating con-- were not penalized for shoddy
wealth's, attorney in Breckinridge $22,000 that year. .
7:sumer-protection laws. But the com- pest-control work.
County, said last week that he's
Flener said he alone- wassell- pany agreed in 1994 to reinspect.
The state alleged that Terminix
opening a criminal investigation. ing about $700 in pulltabs on an
as many as 17,000 homes and failed to notify all property ownIn the meantime, state regulators average night.
businesses it had treated since May ers who would have qualified for
1989. It also paid a 5200.000 fine reinspection.

Terminex to recheck buildings

Going,Going,Gone....
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Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile homes • Window Units
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossey
24 hr. Emergency
94E Murray

•Lose Weight
•Get the
exercise habit

IMO

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.

WAREHOUS
E TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Dr. Huong Dinh Kelly, a general dentist, will be opening her practice January 5 in association with Dr. James B. Pickens at 706 Main Street, in Murray.
DT. Kelly is a native of Murray having graduated from titarrailligh School in 1986. She
graduated cum laude from Murray State University in 1990 with a degree in biology.
As a student ai Murray State, she was extensively involved in many various organizations.
She served in leadership positions in student government, as a student orientation counselor. and student ambassador. She was selected as a member of Gamma Beta Phi and
Omicron Delta Kappa National Honor Society.
She received her dental degree from the University of Louisville in 1994 and completed a
one year post graduate study in general practice residency also from Louisville in 1995. Dr.
Kelly as also the chief resident of the general practice residency at the University of
Kentucky in 1996. In addition, Dr. Kelb has served on the faculty at the University of
Kentucky College of Dentistry as well as being the staff dentist at Kentucky Clinic North
also in Lexington.
This extensive post graduate doctorate training has given her valuable experience in treating pediatric, genatnc/nursing home and medically compromised patients. This 2-1/2 year
residency also included training in implant restoration, conscious sedation for dental phohics, as well as the management of dental trauma injuries.
Dr Kelly is married to Dr Sean Kelly, internal medicine specialist now associated with Primary Care Medical Center of Murray.
They have a one year old son. Cameron
Dr. Kelly will he accepting patients and begin her practice on January 5. 1999 To schedule an appointment, call (502)753-5052.
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•Increase energy
•Have fun
•Let the YMCA be
your resolution
solution
"Expect Success" - a
YMCA weight loss and
weight management
program begins
January 4.

Call today for details
V 753-0228
12th street Branch
209 N. 12th St.

Dr. James B. Pickens, DNID
%ironyi at ad...04w I 'vowel

706 Main Street, Murray, KY • 753-5052
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University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.
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Police vow to continue fighting 'crank'
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In fear of higher rates
I have a pain in my neck. No,

I didn't -say I am a pain in the
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The trial of the century

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Aefore
President Clinton was impeached,
the congressman who will be the
lead prosecutor' said the House
decision was"merely"that there was
enough evidence for a Senate trial.
There's nothing mere about it
now --- one Republican senator
said it is not only the trial of the
century but of all time.
And Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania also said it should be a
full trial, with witnesses testifying
before the Senate. He said so outside the White House Monday,after
watching Clinton propose a tax break
for long-term health care. Specter
complimented Clinton for a good
job in handling that businesS as
usual.
In the unprecedented situation
awaiting the Congress convening
Wednesday,the incongruous is ordinary.
Rep. Henry Hyde, chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee,
leads the 13 managers who will prosecute the impeachment case when
it begins — locking the normally
talkative Senate into a rigid and
silent role as Clinton's jury.
"Now we seek impeachment,
not conviction nor censure," Hyde
,
ebmmittee
said on Dec. 11, as the
brought its party-Iii4 charges against
Clinton. "Those are decisions for
the other body, the Senate. We
merely decide if there is enough
for a trial."
That was decided onnear party-.
line votes in the House for two
counts of impeachment — perjury
and obstruction of justice — in
the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal.
Republican leaders blocked a vote
on censure, scrapping that Democratic alternative, 230 to 264. Republicans said flatly that censure was unconstitutional, although
Hyde and others had earlier suggested it might be an option for
the Senate.
It may yet be — there are
Republicans who see it as a way

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

neck. I just have one. Like an
unwelcome house guest, the pain
has been with me for more than
a month, with no sign of leaving.
At first I thought I slept wrong
and assumed afler a day or two
the ache would pass.
But days turned into a week,
then two. Aspirin and other pain
relievers don't help. Neither does
heat. Or cold.
Massage provides momentary
relief, but does not assuage the
twinges that feel like invisible
screws being tightened in the opposite direction of my neck muscles
whenever I turn my head a certain way.
This makes me very unhappy.
When the pain seizes me, I wince
involuntarily. This ongoing ordeal
is adding lines to my face, around
the eyes mostly, because I squeeze
them shut when I am in the grip
of this gremlin. I find myself saying "ouch!" a lot, along with
another four-letter word;. the one
that, reputedly, is most often captured on the black box as the
final utterance of helpless pilots just
before the plane crashes.
So why not go to the doctor?
The answer to that simple question is that I am afraid to.
. Why?
Because I fear it will adversely affect my health insurance rates.
You see, as of Dec. 1, our for-

MAIN STREET

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
mer insurer no longer serves selfemployed people like me who live
in Calloway and several other
western Kentucky counties.
If we want health insurance,
our only choice is Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, and that company is so
backed up, they are at least six
weeks behind in processing new
policies like mine.
As I write this, we don't know
if we really have health insurance; we don't know what our
rates are; and we have no idea
how much higher our rates will
be hiked if this 'turns out to bemore than a simple crick.
Moreover, if my malady gets
classified as a "pre-existing condition," I may be up tbe proverbial creek. With only one insurer
available, I certainly am without
a paddle.
Though thousands of individuals in this region are in the saw
overcrowded Blue Cross/BIN
Shield boat (rechristened Anthem,
I suppose, because that sounds so
momand-apple-pie-ish) I have only
read one item in the news about
the situation. The article appeared

in the Murray Ledger & Tunes
on Dec. 28, 1998."Lawmakers confident companies will return," the
headline declared.
The lead paragraph read: "Lawmakers who backed legislation that
eased restrictions for insurers writing individual policies in Kentucky believe companies will eventually resume selling the plans in
the state."
Makes you wonder who pays
the health insurance premiums for
these unnamed, optimistic legislators.
So while I wait for "eventually" and wonder if that timefraniehas anything- to do with hell freezing over, I have a pain in my
neck and I don't know what to
do about it. I'm still hoping it
will g6 away by itself. For now,
I'll take two aspirin and drink
plenty of liquids.
Maybe Anthem will call in the
morning.
Your comments about this and
other columns are welcome. Write
to me in care of this newspaper,
or on e-mail: <cacalexander@hotmail corn>

<
WALTER MEARS
.

Associated Press Columnist

their lines. that would take the
votes of at least six Republican
senators.
Lott's hints of-a three-day trial
led Hyde to ,write him that "the
Senate should hear from live witnesses.
He said the "extensive factual
record" Compiled by special prosecutor Kenneth W. Starr was sufficient for House impeachment, but
that the managers will want to
summon witnesses at trial.
• Democrats called that inconsistent. Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell.of Kentucky said it was
noteworthy that the House chose
not to hear from "the characters
that have become all too familiar"
in the Lewinsky scandal, and that
he is not wildly interested in having them called before the Senate
During the House debate, Hyde
said, "We have been attacked for
not producing fact witnesses," but
the House didn't need them, with
60,000 pages of Starr evidence in
hand.
4€t .,.JO
But now. Sen. Patrick Leahy,
019f. r.c
D-Vt., complained, the House is
trying to tell the Senate how it
must proceed. Worse still, he said,
one of the House managers, Rep,
Bob Barr of Georgia, said senaIt's funny how vie celebrate the
tors don't have the attention span
beginning
of a new year by givof the average juror, so the case
ing
so
much
of our attention to
will have to be simplified for them.
"That kind of condescending what happened — or didn't haparrogance is not going well," Leahy pen — in the year just completed. (I can't wait for the Top 10
said on CBS.
He was one of 16 senators on Sports Stories of the Last 1,000
TV Sunday morning. Specter was" —Years—as—part of the millennium
another, and he said on NBC that celebration in 12 months time.)
As usual, the editors and broadeven with witnesses, the trial can
casters
who are members of the
be expedited and brief.
Associated Press in Kentucky ushered in the new year by voting
on what they consider the top 10
state news stories of 1998.
But the list itself shows we've
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
had a fairly uneventful 12 months
across the Commonwealth when you
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
think about it.
writer's address and telephone number included in case
Judged the top news event of
verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
1998 was Wendell Ford's Airebe published). Letters must not be more than 500
ment from the U.S. Senate after
words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
four terms in Washington, and
Ford's replacement at the polls
letter and to limit frequent writers.
with Jim Bunning, thus giving the
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Republican
Party -both U.S. SenMurray Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray,
ate seats from Kentucky for the
Ky. 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 753first time in 26 years.
1927.
Ford's retirement, of course, is
a big deal, but not as much as it
would have been if Democrats still
controlled the Senate and Ford
were part of the majority leadership.
And the Bunning election win
WALTER L. APPERSON
AMY WILSON
over retiring U.S. Rep. Scotty
Publisher
Managing Editor
Baesler, while significant, surely
ALICE ROUSE
isn't up there in the ranks with
General Manager
Mitch McConnell's hound dogs
incumbent Dee Huddlechasing
Where there is no vision, the people perish.
ston, a Ford protege, out of the
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
Senate and into permanent retire-

to settle the case short of firing
the president, which - Americans
overwhelmingly oppose in public
opinion polls. Of course the polls
registered majority opposition to
impeachment, too, and the House
went ahead.
Since the impeachment votes on
Dec. 19, the House tone has hardened, with Hyde and his prosecu-,
item team demanding a full Senate
trial to prove their case for conviction of the president.'
But Senate leaders are talking
of compromise, on trial and punishment.
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., the
majority leader, has guardedly
endorsed the idea of an abbreviated trial without witnesses, followed
by a test vote to determine whether
two-thirds of the Senate considers
Clinton's conduct, if proven, to
warrant conviction.
Assuming, as Senate leaders do,
that there are not the votes to convict — with 55 Republican senators, 45 Democrap and ,67 votes
the impeachment trial
required
could be adjourned. by majority
vote, and the Senate could consider censure. But that would take
advance agreements; it isn't envisioned by the rules.
"They hear the country, they
want to get it concluded, and that's
a way to ge, it concLudgcl," said
Rep. Ma Hutchinson, R-Ark., one
of the House managers. But neither the dignity nor the duration
of a Senate trial would be manageable once testimony began.
although a majority could vote at
any point to end the whole proceeding. Were Democrats to hold
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A fairly uneventful year
ANALYSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
ment. The number-two story of idents to promise sprinklers.
Last year's top news story —
the year is Kentucky's signature
on the multi-state tobacco settle- the stiooting deaths of three stument, and the hope Kentucky bur- dents at' Heath High School near
ley farmers have for financial help Paducah — continues to haunt the
from Kentucky's share of the set- state, with the continuing legal
process over the shooting rated
tlement.
Actually, the real news would number seven on- the 1998 list.
February's snowstorm,. with
have been if Kentucky, a top burley producing state that had been more than 2 feet of snow dumped
one of the few states not to sue on parts' of Kentucky, is eighth
cigarette Manufacturers, had refused since such snowstorms usually parto be party to the settlement at alyze the commonwealth, and the
indictment of gubernatorial aides
all.
The General Assembly figures -Skipper Martin and Danny Ross,
prominently in two of the top 10 along with two labor leaders, for
news stories for 1998 — scrap- violating campaign finance . laws
ping the KIRI'S test and replacing in the 1995 gubernatorial election
it with a new one is ranked third, rounds out the list as number 10.
and repeal of the 1994 health care
Whatever the outcome of that,
however, as scandals go, it pales
reform is rated number nine.
But if the NCAA championship in comparison to Boptrot, just as
is the number-four news story of much of 1998's stop news pales
the year, the UK football tragedy in comparison to earlier tragedies
comes up as number five, a and triumphs.
That, of course, isn't at all bad,
reminder that • even Tim Couch
can't always pull the Wildcats because the tragedies of mine dis- _
through the tough times.
asters and school bus crashes always
The deatfi of a student in a seem to outnumber the triumphs
dormitory arson fire at Murray on the basketball court and in
State University ranks sixth on the Olympic swimming pools.
We'll see what the last year of
AP list, with a notation that the
death spurred state university pres- the millennium has to offer.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Theresa Joy Knight
Mrs. Violet Beatrice Richmond
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Hiram Lee Hale

The joint funeral for Mrs. Theresa Joy Knight and Mrs. Violet Beatrice Davidson Richmond will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Burial for Mrs. Knight will be in Knight Cemetery in Calloway
County with Miller Funeral Home in charge of arrangements. Burial for Mrs. Richmond will be in Memorial Gardens, Union City,
Tenn., with Morrow Funeral Home of LaCenter in charge of
arrangements.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 6 to
9 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
Mrs. Knight, 60, Natchez, Miss., died Sunday, Jan. 3, 1999, at
her home. She was a former school teacher in Calloway C*nty.
Born April 12, 1938, she was the daughter of the late Cewis
Jefferson and Violet Beatrice Davidson Richmond.
Survivors include her husband, Bracie L. Knight; three sisters,
Mrs. June McAlister and husband, Ron, Kevil, formerly of Murray, and Mrs. Gail Moore and Mrs. Cynthia Smith, Natchez, Miss.;
one brother, James richmond, Olive Branch, Miss.; several nieces
and nephews.
Mrs. Richmond died Saturday. Jan. 2, 1999, at Life Care Center, LaCenter. Her husband, Lewis Jefferson Richmond, preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her three daughters, listed above as sisters of
her daughter, Mrs. Knight, and several grandchildren.

LETTER OF APPRECIATION
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to all
of our family. friends, neighbors and strangers who helped us look
for our lost dog. Jody, during the two weeks before Christmas.
At 10 p.m. on Christmas night, our miracle occurred when we
pulled into our driveway and our dog, Jody, was sitting on the
front porch waiting for us. As any animal lover knows, this was
the best present our family could have received.
We do not know where Jody wa during that two weeks but
if you fed him or petted him thank you. Thank you to my co,.
workers for putting up with me. Thank you to our family for
helping us look for him.
Thank you to the animal shelter employees for your kindness
when I would stand there and cry. Thank you to everyone at Firit
Christian Church for all your prayers.Thank you to everyone I
talkbd to who was understanding and sympathetic.
Thank you to the Westside Veterinary Center for making him
well again after we found him and most of all, thank you God
for leading him home to us. Miracles do still happen.
Dale. Lesa, Samantha and Sarah Stanley
306 N. Eighth St.
Murray, KY 42071

Police arrest militants
after rivals slaughtered
MULTAN, Pakistan (AP) Police arrested dozens of Sunni
Muslim militants today in connection with the slaughter of 16
Shiite Muslims gunned down while
praying in a mosque in eastern
Pakistan.
Soldiers and police were
deployed by the hundreds-throughout Punjab province ak mourners
prepared to bury the victims of
Monday's attack.
.
Four gunnien drove into a Shiite Muslim mosque compound in
Quereshi More, where they shot
and killed worshippers completing
their morning prayers, authorities

said. Twenty-five people were hurt,
several of them seriously, in the
village 13 miles from Multan.
The youngest victim was a 12year-old boy.
"I sent my son to the mosque
to pray, and he was brought home
to me dead," said his mother Razia
Bibi, who wrapped herself in a
shawl, shaking and trying.
Security forces set up checkpoints, blocked roads and searched
vehicles in Muzaffargar, where
many of the funerals were expected to take place. Muzzafargar is
three miles from the mosque where
the attack occurred.

Social Security agent slated
A representittiye 4rom the Mayfield Social Security office will
he in Mufiay at the Calloway
County -P-Utlic Library Jan: 14
from 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine a person's Social Security card.
Be sure to apply ;for a number at
least two weeks ,
before
it will be needed.
*After a death in the family to

see if survivor benefits can be
paid.
*When someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.
*At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare two or three months
before 65 even if there are no
plans for retirement.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 247-8095.

Hiram Lee Hale, 71, Paducah, father of Mrs. Diane Basiak of
Murray, died Friday, Jan. 1, 1999, ,at 9:43 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired from Paducah Ice Service, was an Army veteran, and was an accomplished musician. He was the son of the
late Loyd Hale and Lola Bean Hale.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Basiak, and two grandchildren, Lyne Basiak and Emmy Basiak, all of Murray, one son.
Terry L. Hale, Kansas City, Kan.; one brother, Frank Hale. Paducah.
Private services were conducted. Burial was in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah, with Roth Funeral Home, Paducah, in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial Baptist
Church Elevator Fund, 906 Main St., Murray, KY 42071.

James Warren' Garland

Newly elected State Rep. Buddy Buckingham is pictured
receiving the oath of office from his son David Buckingham, a judge on the Kentucky Court of Appeals, as his
wife, Betty, watches.

'Crying Indian' Cody
of anti-littering ads dies

The funeral for James Warren Garland was Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Larry
Breedlove officiated. Burial was in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mr. Garland, 68, Clapp Road, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Dec.
30, 1998, at 10:15 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center. Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Shelton Garland; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Nancy Thomasson and husband, Richard. and
one stepson, Jeff Shelton and wife, Debbie,'Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Edna Moody and husband, Billy, Puryear, Tenn.. and Mrs.
Maxine Jones and husband, Joe Pat, Hardin; one. brother, Billy
Gene Garland and wife, June, Murray; four stepgrandchildren; two
stepgreat-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — His
acting credits date- to the silent
movie era and include dozens of
films, but Iron Eyes Cody created his most enduring role with a
single tear in a television commercial.
Cody. who was in his 80s or
90s. died of natural causes Monday at his home in Los Angeles,
police spokesman Ed Funes said.
Cody was best known as the
"Crying Indian" in the Keep America Beautiful ads that showed him
Mourning — and shedding a sinHOUSTON (AP) — In the dim
A pair oi Christmas trees stand gle tear — at the sight of a prislight of the neonatal intensive care a few feet from the pods that con- tine landscape fouled by litter.
unit at Texas Children's Hospital, tain groups of four to six prema"It was more than advertising,"
Gorom Louis' hushed world is one ture or critically ill babies. New- said Roger Powers, who was presof whispering nurses and the beep born warming beds are decorated ident.of the group in 1970, when
of a nearby monitor.
with cheery name tags and vol- a California advertising agency disTiny Gorom,the last of the Hous- unteers donate handmade blankets covered Cody. "What we found
ton octuplets born last month, lies and,for the tiniest charges,canopies — it was a stroke of luck — was
with her eyes squeezed tightly shut to cover their incubators so they a man who lived it and believed
and takes delicate sips through a can sleep better.
in it."
tube taped to her mouth.
Nutrition specialists are also on
Cody filmed three more public
Two Beanie Baby puppies stand hand to map out individual growth serv ice announcements and spent
guard in her electronically warmed plans and a neonatologist, a doc- the next 25. years making public
Plexiglas bassinet. One of her paper tor who specializes- in the health appearances and visits to schools
clip-sized feet stabs reflexively at of newborns, is onwegl steps away on behalf of the movement, Powthe soft fabric pad that surrounds from the nursery 24 hours a day. ers said.
her.
,
Mothers use electronic key cards
Cody was horn in Oklahoma.
Still recovering from abdomi- to access soothing private rooms hut the exact date of birth wasnal surgery, Gorom, who now for breast feeding. The unit is also n't known. Reference books give
one of the first to use nitric oxide a various dates. from 1904 to 1915.
weighs just over a pound, is the to treat pulmonary
high blood pres- Based on his credits, his most
last of the seven surviving babies sure in infants.
likely date of birth was 1907.
to need the assistance of a venti;
"The high tech stuff is to keep
Cody followed his Cherokee
lator.
them alive," said Weisman. "Ott Indian father, Thomas Long Plume.
Her two brothers ,and four Sis- the thing that makes. the differas a performer in circuses ani
ters — all dressed alike in pas- ence is nutrition and daelopnlint.
Wild West shows and made his
tel-knitted caps and diapers the That's kally what this is all about."
first film aptiearance as an extra
size of thank-you notes — have
graduated to oxygen piped into
their tiny noses.
Gorom's brother Jioke ranks as
the biggest — just under 2 pounds.
Monday's weigh-in showed that
all the babies are either holding
their own or are starting to gain
weight, a very positive beginning,
doctors say.
If everything continues to go
well, Gorom should soon be taken
off the ventilator and the seven
siblings could go home as early
as March, said Dr. Leonard Weisman told The Associated Press
during a tour of the unit.
For the next few months, however, all seven will remain withCONSOLIDATE NOW!
in the 120-bed Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit, the nation's largest.
Get the caZ you ree'Ll
en as little as 14 working days,
"We still have a way to go.'
said Weisman, checking the monitors over Gorom's warming bed.
$10,000 - $110/MO
The babies' mother, Nkem Chukto
wu, 27, delivered her first child,
$50,000 - $550/M0
Ebuka, on Dec. 8 and her seven
Homeowners Cn,y
siblings on Dec. 20. The tiniest,
Odera, died of heart and lung failure Dec. 27.
N.-kTIOWIDE
The neonatal unit is more nursery than sterile laboratory, with
1-800-819-7010
nurses buzzing around to make
Or Visit Our Webs;te,
sure babies are receiving enough
www.notionwidelending.com
"skin" time — crucial contact with
•Actoi days rro, or,
parents and volunteers who cuddle them.

Doctors watch, hope
for surviving octuplets

HOG MARKET

Report Not Available
BILLS

DEBT
CASH!

in the 1919 silent "Back to God's
Country."
Cody went on to appear in
more than 80 films in American
Indian roles; often his character
was listed as simply "Indian,""Indian Chief' or "Indian Joe." In one
film, "Perils of Nyoka" in 1942.
he had an uncredited role as "Arab."
His credits included "Sitting
Bull" in 1954. "The Great Sioux
Massacre" in 1965,"Nevada Smith"
in 1966, "A Man Called Horse"
in 1970 and "Ernest Goes to Camp"
in 1987.
Cody also served as a technical adviser on Indian matters in
films. In television, he had guest
appearances on "Bonanza," "Gunsmoke" and "Rawhide."
Cody's wife died in 1978. He
is survived by a son; three grandchildren: and a niece.
Incevtnierds Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg .9215.42+31.15
Air Products
18',2,
AT&T
79'..+
Bell South
49 unc
Briggs & Stratton
50'.+',
Bristol Myers Squibb 1292.2%.
,
Caterpillar
47% 2
.
Daimler Chrysler
I01.
Dean Foods
40%+
Exxon
72%
•
Ford Motor
.+'.
I
57'1'
General Electric
1007.2,
General Motors
70".2.
Goodrich
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
17B 18A
IBM
183,
Ingersoll Rand
47'.+..
Intel
20'.2.
Kroger
+'.
LG & E
/8".
Lucent Tech
114'1
Mattel
23%44
McDonalds
77%,
Mercantile Bank
1501s+
Merck
Microsoft
142% + 1.
J.C. Penney
451`,".
59.+.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
56%
Sears
43',
53'14.5
Texaco
Time Warner
61'.+%
Union Planters
4-".
UST
14'.
Wal-Mart
80% 4-`.
*Hillard Lyons is a market maker
in this sto.:k.
UNC - price unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Information
Avarlable
Upon Request
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STOREWIDE CLEARANCE
Dozens of Stereos Marked Down To

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES!
David R. King

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. 5o whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
INSURANCE
important in your life.
Ibur partner in protection

901 Sycamore, Murray
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Special Closeouts On Some Models!
"24 YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION -

222 So. 12th St. • Murray

753-8355

753-5865
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Jennifer Wright-Wilson of Murray, second right, is pictured
with her accompanist, Martha Saywell-Carson, second left,
and friends, Kristina Ellison, left. and Renee Saindon, right.
after the completion of her reeent senior recital at Murray
State University. Both Ellison and Saindon are vocal music
majors at MSU.

Pictured
are, from
son and
some of

at the Murray Christian Women's Club luncheon
left, Gayle Gustofson, Rowina Wilburn. Becky VinJohnny McDougal. Also shown on the table are
the decorated gourds by McDougal.

McDougal, Gustofson
Buckingham appointed speak at luncheon
region administrator
• married to Mark Buckingham
Renee Buckingham of Mori
and has one stepson.. Nicholas
ho works out of a Grates Cow
Buckingham. Hei mother and steptv office has been appointed Pur
chase Regional administrator for the father are Fuplc and Bob I.ee of
Kadio Road. Murray.
Cabinet for Families and Chirdreri
The regions Ltarespond to the
She is one of 16 sert ice region
administrators a1/4. ross the state geographic hourittaties of Kenappointed by Cabinet Seeretar!. tucky's area development districts.
Cabinet tot Families and ChilViola Miller as part of a realign
dren restructuring began taking
ment to decentrahie t-CLI,it'l, Intik
shape two years ago. The two
ng.
A cabinet emplovee for 13 years, major departments, Social InsurBuckingham had been family serf - arise and Social Services. were
lees office super!.isor for the (rates eliminated. In then place is a sinCount Permanency and Protec- gle new Department for Commu
not Based Set-% ices No layoffs
tion office.
Buckingham is a graduate of Cal- are planned ba.ti of the cabinet s
lotsay -County High School and employees w iti have the opportureceited her degree in social work nity to remain, although the job
duties for many will change.
from Murray State l nit eisiif

Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

*

Southern Farm Bureau Lite Insurance
Company oilers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance tees accumulate wealth for the
f.,..ture Early cumander chlrqss apply

753-4703
FARM
BUREAU

C Rag 0re giopm ant Costar

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

whO ate in

'tuna. heating

within the ,_,glit counties -1 the
Purchase - at ea
A household shall be considered to he in a home heating ('RI
SIS situation when the household
is ,vithin four days of running out

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

Need Money?

753-5227

Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

1095 15th St.
Murray KY 42071

INSU RAt•C E

talked about her efforts to over
mite her depression
She was introduced by Becky
Vinson, music chairman.
Rowina Wilburn, chairman,
presided. Also assisting were Alene
Knight, pianist, Joyce Morrison,
Nettie Bennett, Shirley Tate, Effie
Kemp and Jo Lovett.
The club will have its next4unch
eon on Jan. 15 from noon to .2
p.m. at the- Green Horse Cafe.
Highway 121 North, Murray. Reservations should be made by Jan.
13 by calling Freda Lovett at 7533999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.
There are no membership dues
and all interested, persons are invited to attend.

Band Boosters' meeting today
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet today (Tuesday) at
5:30 p.m. in the high school band room. For more information call
436-2248.

Interagency meeting Wednesday
Murray-Calloway County Interagency will meet Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant, Highway 121 North.
Murray. Ed Davis of the Purchase Area Development District will
be the speaker. All helping agencies in the city and county are
asked to have a representative present.

Free cholesterol screening at center
A free cholesterol screening for senior adults will be Thursday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the Senior Citizens Center at Weaks Community Center. This service will be,. provided by 55 Plus, a program of Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. For more information
call 753-0929. -

Assistance program
to begin Jan. 11
The CRISIS component of the
Home Energy Assistance Program
will begin here on Jan. 11.„ according to Tony Dowdy, CSBG Date
Entry Coordinator for the West
Kentucky Allied Services, Inc
This program will go through
March 15 or until funds have been
expended This program is availall( to assist low income ilk

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50010

Murray Christian Women's Crab
held its December luncheon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Presenting the special feature
was Johnny McDougal. retired
director of Financial Aid at Mur
ray State University.
McDougal talked about
hobby of growing and decorating
gourds. Her showed many gourds
that he has decorated for special
persons including his wife. Charlotte, daughter. Matt Buins, and
sister-in-law. Anna Mae Thurman
He was introduced by Lovonia
Rowland, special feature chairman
The featured speaker and must
elan was Gayle Gustotson of Mar
tin, Tenn. She sang two solos and

Reading and watching reports of the snow and ice in other
parts of the United States reminds me of the time when J.B.
had a star mail route from Murray to Mayfield twice a day.
The snow and ice was on for about three weeks and during
that time, our car was not out of the garage. J.B. would go to
Mayfield, come by and pick me up to go to work. Then after
work at Tappan he would pick me at the Ledger & Times and
we would go to Mayfield enroute making stops at Lynn Grove,
Farmington and Sedalia post offices.
We did not have any trouble until the afternoon after a
large snowfall. We were headed west on Rt. 339 near Sedalia
when we met a truck loaded with hay. J.B. had to pull over
to the side and when he did the back end of the truck slid
into a ditch.
J.B. got on our CB radio and contacted a person to call the
post office that we were stranded and would be late with the
afternoon mail. While on the CB, a call came through asking
us "what's your 20?" It was the driver for the Joe Thornton
Wrecker Service of Murray with his wrecker and was only a
few miles away after having a call in that area. We were out
in about 20 minutes, thanks to Thornton Wrecker Service and
the CB radio.
The CB radio was alsto.Ased by J.B. at other times while he
was running this route for 12 years. This was before the time
of many people having cellular phones in their cars and trucks.

*Pot 0' Gold
506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray. KY

767-9113

•

of fuel if bulk fuel (coal, fuel oil,
propane, kerosene or wood) is the
heat source; the household has
received a past due/disconnect
notice if natural gas or electric is
the heat source; or the household's home heating costs are
included as an undesignated portion of the rent; and the household has received an eviction notice
for non-payment of rent.
When applying for the assts
tarkt., caeh one should bong the
disconnect/Past due notice if electric or --natural gas is the heat
source, eviction notice if heating
costs an undesignated portion of
the rent; proof of last propane deliv. cry to aid in determining if household will be without in four days
or a statement from the company
to that effect; Social Security numbers•of all members in the household; proof of income for every
member in the household who
works or had income for the month
prior to application'.
Applications may he made at
. the office of West Kentucky Allied
Seivices, 607 Poplar Si, Wcaks
Community Center, Murray.

Council committee will meet
The Assessment Committee of the Calloway County High School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3:10
p.m. in room 405 of the school.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Della Outland, 21(i0 Brookhaven.
Murray. All interested women arc. invited to attend. For information call 753-7378.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge
_

The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Eva Morris, phone
753-8484. All lady club members are invited.

Faxon Fellowship Wednesday
The Faxon Fellowship will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. This is for any person
who ever attended Faxon School and his or her spouse. For 'more
information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Garden Department to meet
I he Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house. Calloway County Forester
Ron Talent will present a program on "Urban Forestry (Trees)."
Names for new members will be tabled. Hostesses will he Mary
Wells. Louise Baker, Jane Lane and Jo Cleta Williams.

Joy group plans fiesta
The Joy Group (senior citiLens) of Grace Baptist Church will
have a Mexican Fiesta Saturday at 5 p.m. in the Fellowship House
of the church. Persons are asked to sign the list on the tables in
the lobby if planning to attend.

Depression group will meet

FRUSTRATED?
with YOUR exercise program

•
• oast Prime
Rib of Beef

BIRTHS

•
•

•

With Choice of Baked
\ Potato or Vegetable,
•\ Soup & Salad Bar

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is open to all interested persons. For more information contact Kathy Culbert RN. MSN. CS at 762-1485.

Jonathan David Bonner
We are the
FITNESS solution!

ClicrPv00®
Cartes® unique ewe:a pi ogrobi Quick/it, allows you to
perform cardiovascular exercise and strength training at the
same time. Quick/it .only takes 30 minutes •It's fun
•It's user friendly eh designed for women
•Burns bock., fat •Begtres when you show up
eliturn 500 600 Calories In 30 Minutes!

KENLAKE
STATE RESORT PARK
On Beautiful Kentucky Luke

J„..,
60% Oft'

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy. 94 • 474-'2211

No

*Until further notice please call Kenlake in
reference to the availability of their
Saturday and Sunday Buffets
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David Bonner and Martha Booth of 1845 Speaker Trail, Murray,
arc the parents of a son, Jonathan David Bonner. born on Tuesday,
Dec. 8, 1998, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds seven ounces and measured 19 inches
Grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs, Charles Booth of Paris,
Tenn . and the late Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Bonner of Paris, Tenn.

We proudly
present our
bridal registry.
Courtney Adams & Ryan Vanover

Stop by or call Today!
1608 Hwy. 121 By-pass N., Murray, Ky
759-3400

Lisa Rexroat & Pete Underwood
111 South 4th Street 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square
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Calloway County Preschool students are pictured at the Halloween party all
dressed up and ready to trick-or-treat.
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Parent volunteer Susan Marsala enjoys playing a color sorting game with her
son, Jeremy Lee, who is a student at Calloway County Preschool.
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Adam Bufkin, Lee Mathis and Dalton Harris are enjoying socializing
during breakfast at Calloway County Preschool Center.

Murray Elementary School Starshine Team recently took a trip
to LBL's Homeplace - 1850s.

Thursday
cs Coma prommatitin

Student teacher Heather Kelley visited a recent Foreign
Language Club meeting and
talked about her trip to Mexico with Calloway County
High School students.

School
at 3:10

e Thurs
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Kaitlyn Jones. a fourth-grader at North
Elementary, is pictured with Sandy
Sasso and the painting she won at
the recent PTO Family Fun Night.

During "H" week, Cameron
Dick made and decorated a
hat at East Calloway Elementary School where he is
in kindergarten.
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Alli Hillard and Natalie Cooper act out a scene
in "The Gift of Remembrance," an original play
presented by Calloway County High School.

Larkin Philpot's uncle, Dr. Frank
Gilliam Jr., and aunt, Dr. Birgit
Haglund Gilliam, spoke to the fifth
grade concerning health issues related to spinal cord injuries.

After Santa went over his list of "good
and bad," he went to visit his friends at
East Calloway Elementary.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
at Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger and Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray City
Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (7627300).
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EYECARE
SPECIALTIES

We work hard to increase
your interest.
At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

Platinum Shield Universal Life Policy

ROOM TO GROW
PRE5CHOOt
Year Round
Program

The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.

T(/'
Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELD° UNIVERSAL LIFE

SHELTER
INSURANCE

Dr. Kevin Adonis
:1118 S. 12th St.
Nliirray, KY 421/71
759-2500

Primary students from North Elementary School Darcie
Smotherman and Kayla Houston work on reinforcing their
computer skills during center time.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Well always be there for you

Shelter Insurance Cos , Home Office 1817

Broadway, Columbia MO 65218

The World is our
Playground
Serving Ages 3
through 5
753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New Year"
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Vois bring home national title
By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE. Ariz. (AP) — Tee Martin
stood aruitLan ocean of orange and celehrated Tennessee's first national championship since 1951. Marcus Outzen
slumped in a corner, head in hands, disin.ied by Florida State's defeat,
Martin. who spent the previous two
seasons in the shadow of top NFL draft
'pick Peyton Manning. had, touchdown
passes of 79 yards to Peerless Price and
4 yards to Shawn Bryson to cap the Volunteers' perfect season with a 23-16 Fiesta Bowl win Monday night.
"We had to prove to everybody we
• were the No. 1 team in the nation," said
Martin. whose VoIs were underdogs in
the game despite being undefeated and
top-ranked. "We had a chip on our shoul-

Top Florida State 23-16
won all our games-. And we and 165 yards in penalties. and very litders.
tle offense at times
still didn't get our respect.In many ways, the very imperfect vicThe Volunteers. - 13-0 for the first time
in school history. received all 70 first- tory was a microcosm of a Tennessee
place votes in the final Associated Press- seasan_in which the Volunteers stumbled
media poll. Ohio State was second. fol- hut never fell
"All yearlong we've been called a
lowed - by Florida State.
Under the new Bowl Championship team of destiny .• coach Phillip 'Fulmer
Series format. Tennessee was crowned said. "During the course of the year, we
national champion in the USA Today/FSPN did what we had to do. It wasn't always
perfect. it wasn't always pretty. hut they
coaches' poll immediately after the game
But the meeting of the nation's top found a way to get it done."
FlOrida Simi.. v. Inch has finished in
two teams was far Irom the classic that
organizers had envisioned when they set the top four in the final poll for the past
up a No. 1 vs. No. 2 showdown in the 12 seasons. made to many mistakes and
Fiesta Row!. It featured seven turnovers couldn't generate mu.:h Offense.

. wide receiver
The Seminoles' threat
Sophomore quarterback Marcus Out-74-:n. making his third start in place of Peter Warrick. was held to one catch for
the injured Chris Weinke. Was harassed 7 yards — though he did add art 'elecinto a 9-o1-22 performance for 145 yards. trifying 51-yard punt return, evading four
He threw two interceptions. One of Which tacklers, to help set up one of Florida
was returned 54 yards for a touchdown State's scores.
Martin, who had thrown just 16 passby Dwayne Goodrich, and was dropped
es the past two years in a backup role,
for 54 yards in losses. ,
"1 think I did some good things. Of did what Manning couldn't — win a
Outzen national title. He was 11 of 18 for 274
course. I did some had
said. "In every aspect of the game, our yards against the nation's toughest pass
defense, while Price caught four passes
team made mistakes."
Florida State coach Bobby Bowden for 199 yards and was voted the game's
said his team showed the effects of not MVP.
"(Martin) played an outstanding game."
having played in 44 days.
."We were a very, very rusty football Fulmer said. "He knows how. to manage
'team," Bowden said. "They made more a game. As the season has gone along.
big plays than we did. We had a hard he's gotten better and better. I would not
time getting the ball to our threat, and
• See Page 9
they deserved to win."
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Reese's offense boosts
MSU past Middle 84-74
35th straight home win
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"Early in the season Rod Murray .was
By MARK YOUNG
playing as well as anybody and then he
Sports Editor
went into a little hit of a slump. hut since
Auhre Reese continues to roll.
Nluira State's junior point guard record- we've conic: back from Hawaii he's gotten
ed his third 20-point-plus outing in his last in a groove offensively.- Anderson said.
. Murray State never trailed Monday. even
four games Monday night. scoring 25 to
lead the Racers to an 84-74 Ohio Valley though the score was tied nine times in the
Conference win over Middle Tennessee at first half, the last time at 29-29.
Middle played without Ileddie Martinet,
the Regional Special Events Center.
"Kubrey has-tseeorne a real force for cis." likely out for the seasOn with 'a kbee injury.
MSU coach Tevester Anderson said as Mur- and 6-10 center Lee Nosse, who missed his
, ray State 112-2. 4-0 OVC pushed the nation's second straight game following the death of
longest homecourt winning streak to 35 his mother.
But the Blue Raiders (4-9. 21 OVC)
games. "He's a. gamer. He practices hard
stayed close most of the night Murray' State
and he brings it tO the game eery day.",
Reese finished 10 of 17 from the field led 41-33 at halftime on a long 3-pointer
and a perfect 4-for-4 at the free throw line. by Reese in the final seconds.
"i My increased scoring) just happens: I'm
just trying to help the team win." Reese IN See Page 9
said. "I try to attack the defense, and if
they don't stop me, I'll take it all the way."
MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8 Times photo
Reese was Apt alone in carrying the scoring load. however. All five Racer starters Murray State's Aubrey Reese (right)
finished in double figures, with Rod Mur- moves upcourt against Middle Tenray pouring in 17. Duane Virgil adding 10. nesset's Richard Duncan Monday
night.
Marlon Towns- 11 and Isaac Spencer 10.
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Kentucky hits road to face South Carolina
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, 'Ky. (AP) -- A
midseason shakeup of Kentucky's
starting lineup seems to have had
the rare result of making everyone happier going into the sixthranked WildcatsrSoutheastern Conference road opener tonight at
South Carolina.,
Six-foot-ten Jamaal
who had been on the bench, is
now starting at center. That moved
Michael Bradley (6-10) to power

forward, where he can worry less
about defense and concentrate more
on his strength, inside scoring.
"I know that if I get heat, he
(Magloire) will block the shot or
make the guy not want to come
in there next time.- Bradley said
of his more physical teammate.
Scitt Padgett (6-9i. in turn, hasmoved from' power forwareto
small forward, 16wing him to be
more of
offensive creator, and
the former small forward. Heshimu Evans, is now a big (6-6)
•

Middle holds off
Lady Racers 72-68
in the final 13 seconds to seal
the win.
Murray State came out of the
gates strong. taking a 27-19 lead
with 6:17 left in the first half.
Staff Report
But
a 12-4 run by Middle over
Murray Ledger & Times
the
next
three minutes tied the
For the second straight game.
Bohbi Coltharp's,' late
31.
game
at
Murray State's Lady Racers stayed
the Lady Racers a
gave
jumper
close with one of the best teams
35-34 halftime edge.
in the Ohio Valley Conference,
Bates.,led MSC.' with a gameonly to fall short.
24 points while Coltharp added
high
Two days after a one-point loss
Monika Gadson 12. After
22
and
to Tennessee Tech. the Lady Racshooting a red-hot 59 percent in
ers fell to Middle Tennessee 72firsChall. MSU cooled to 45
68 Monday night at the Regional the
percent (26 of 58) for the game.
Special Events Center.
Racers were 2-of-5 from
The game was tied six times The Lady
3-point
range
and 14 of 20 at the
in the first half and four times in
free throw line.
the second.
Murray State (2-10. 1-3 OVC)
See Page 9
took its last lead of the night at
61-60 on two Heather Bates free
throws with 3:57 to go.
MARK YOUNG/Ledger photc,
But after Jamie Thomatis conMurray
State's Monika Gadverted a layup 14 seconds later.
battles Middle's
son
(right)
Middle (6-5, 2-1) went back ahead
to stay 62-61. Middle was a per- Jamie Thomatis for a loose
fect 4-for-4 at the free throw line ball,

Bates, Colthar-p
lead MSU attack

shooting guard.
"It makes me mole aggiessive
offensively,- Padgett said -I'm
coming off screens. looking to
catch the ball and he in scoring
position. It probably gets me going
more offeri1
/
41‘ely thai pLomg at
the four (power forward,. where
ili-mivally soling ,,itt_ns and
trying to set other people up
Even Tay shaun Pm in.e. the tieshman bumped Irom
starting spot
at shooting guard. said ,iiming off'
the bench doesn•t bomber hun

Coach- Tubby Smith credits a
stomach virus with inspiring the
-Wildcats' "big lineup," which
debuted io rave reviews in Saturday's 9. sS SEC-opening win over
F1,q ida
A flu hug that kept Evans and
Prince from practicing last week
caused Smith to test a frontcourt
cord iguration Magloire. Bradley and
Padgett
"I kind of came up with it
because lay shaun and Heshimu
were sisk. smith said Monda‘

"I though we'od see what it looked
like.Against Florida. with Evans
healthy and Wayne Turner at the
point. Kentucky (12-3.'1-0 SEC)
jumped out to a 19-9 lead in the
first five minutes and news looked
hack.
Smith said several factors kept
him from trying the big lineup
earlier. One was the suspension
that kept Nlagloire off the court /
for Kentucky's first two regularseason games and dela‘ed his entr

into the Wildcats' regular rotation.
Another. Smith said, was his own
hesitancy to put Bradley and
Magloire, the two slowest Wildcats, on the floor at the same time.
But consecutive losses to No.
2 Duke and Louisville over Christmas week; combined with the illness that sidelined Prince and
Evans, made Smith ready to experiment and willing to sacrifice some
quickness.
U See Page 9

Lady Tigers roll
over Tilghman
73-25 Monday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH
Offense was the
key to Monday night's girls contest between Murray High and
Paducah Tilghman -- one team
had it and the other didn't.
Fortunately for the Lady Tigers
,(9-3). it was Tilghman's shooting
woes that proved costly.
The Lady Tornado (1-8) were
a horrendous 10 of 60 from the
floor as the Lady Tigers claimed
an easy 73-25 triumph.
Murray. however, was hot from
connecting on 3-point range
eight tries, including three bombs
from Becky Greene..
Lindsay Lawson and Whitney
Ray led the Lady Tigers with 16
points each while Greene finished
with 13. Kelly Miles came off the
bench to finish with 12 points,
including two from behind the arc.
Murray connected on 27 field

_

Lady Tigers 73
Paducah Tilghman 25
Murray
16 35 59 - 73
Tilghman
11 17 23 - 25
Murray (73) -- Lawson 16, Ray 16,
Greene 13, Miles 12, Dunn 7,
Edwards 5 Alexander 4 FG: 27 3. point FG: 8 (Greene 3. Dunn 2, Miles
2 Edwards) FT: 11-16 Rebounds:
NA Record: 9-3
Tilghman (25) -- Wiggins 13, Boykin
8. Bun 2, Burr 2 FG: 10-60 3-point
FG: 0 FT: 5-13
Aebounds: NA
Record: 1-8
goals while hitting 11 of 16 free
throw's.
Crystal Wiggins led Tilghman
with 13 points. The Lady Tornado were just 5 of 13 from the
charity stripe.
The Lady Tigers will return to
action tonight in the first game
of a girls-boys doubleheader - at
Ballard Memorial, starting at 6
p.m.
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iReese...

Jane Rogers Ins.

From Page 8

"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horns Offices Bloomington, Illinois
Southern Meth 65, Richmond 61
Southern U 84, Jackson St. 76
Stetson 68. Centenary 55
Tennessee Tech 56, Tenn -Martin 46
Texas-San Antonio 79, McNeese St
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Monday's Scores
EAST
Cent Connecticut St 71, Wagner 56
Drexel 68, New Hampshire 51
Hartford 68. Vermont 65
Maine 79, Hofstra 77
Md -Baltimore County 64. Long Island
U 62
Navy 75, Harvard 71
Robert Morris 75, Fairleigh Dickinson
72
Seton Hall 72, Georgetown 61
St Francis, N.Y 78, Mount St Mary's,
a77
St Francis. Pa 69, Monmouth. N.J.
56
St John's 115, Niagara 70

69
Troy St 70, Jacksonville St 68
W Kentucky 75, South Alabama 61
Wofford 77, UNC-Greensboro 65
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 75, Marquette 56
Cleveland St at Ms -Milwaukee. ppd .
weather
Detroit 43, Wis.-Green Bay 37
E Illinois 71, E. Kentucky 56
Evansville 84, Creighton 79
Ind -Pur -Indpls 73, S. Utah 46
Loyola, III 53, Butler 51
Missouri-Kansas City 87, W Illinois 81
SE Missouri 71. Morehead St 69
Wichita St 53, Drake 39
Wright St. 100, III -Chicago 74
Youngstown St 71 Oakland. Mich 55
SOUTHWEST
Alabama A&M 82, Ark.-Pine Bluff 65
Arkansas St. 79, Fla International 68
Nicholls St. 70, Stephen F. Austin 67
Oral Roberts 78, Chicago St. 62
SW Texas 85, Lamar 84, OT
Texas-Arlington 96, SE Louisiana 60
Texas-Pan American 76, Ark.-Little
Rock 69
FAR WEST
"
Arizona 87, Southern Cal 78
CS Northndge 79, Idaho St. 77
California 54, Oregon St. 52
Fresno St. 86, New Mexico 80
N. Anzona 87, Sacramento St. 60
New Orleans 79, Denver 70
Portland St. 82, Weber St. 59
Stanford 77, Oregon 59
UCLA 88. Arizona St. 85, OT

SouTh

Alcorn St 62, Grambling St 61
Belmont 67, Winthrop 64
Bethune-Cookman 57, Md -Eastern
Shore 53. OT
Campbell 72, Flonda Atlantic 70
Cent Florida 86, Georgia St 70
Chattanooga 61, Georgia Southern 50
Coll of Charleston 77. Appalachian
St 57
Davidson 85, VMI 64
Delaware St 85, Flonda A&M 79
Elon 94. Belmont Abbey 54
Furman 69, The Citadel 47
George Mason 83, Old Dominion 53
Hampton 76, Howard 61
Miss Valley St 80, Alabama St 73
Murray St 84, Middle Tennessee 74
N Carolina A&T 75. Morgan St. 51
Norfolk St 97, Liberty 76
Northwestern St 84, Sam Houston St
77
S Carolina St 74, Coppin St 67
SW Louisiana 67, Louisiana Tech 65
Samford 72, Mercer 59

IKentucky...
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"I wanted to get our top players
on the floor,"- Smith said, adding,
-What we lack (in quickness) we
make up for in experience."
In South Carolina (5-7, 0-1),
Kentucky faces a team whose list
of top players pretty much begins
and ends with BJ McKie. The senior guard's 16.5 points per game
make him the only Gamecock averaging anywhere near double figures
in scoring.
-We just arc not shooting the
ball particularly well," Gamecocks
coach Eddie Fogler said. "Welit
struggled inside as well."
With seniors William Gallman
and Bud Johnson contributing just
5.4 and 6.5 points per game, respectively, the Gamecocks are last
in the SEC in scoring (63.3 points
per game) and shooting percentage
(42 percent). Fogler's other two
starters are underclassmen — freshman guard Aaron Lucas and sophomore forward Antonio Grant.
In their SEC opener, Saturday at
Mississippi State, the Gamecocks
trailed by 18 points in the second
half and rallied to close the gap to
three, but fell short of the comeback, losing 66-60. McKie had 17
points and Johnson had 16.
"Our attitude is good," Fogler
said. "I was really pleased with our
effort at Mississippi State. I think

AP TOP 25

The top 25 teams in The Associated Press men's
college basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records through Jan 3, total poets based on
25 points for a lust-place vote through one point for a
25th-place vote and previous ranking
Record
Pts Pa
1. Connecticut (55)
11-0 1,756
1
2. Duke (13)
13-1 1,698
2
3. Cincinnati (3)
12-0 1.655
3
4, Stanford
11.2 1,519
5
5 Maryland
13-2 1,435
4
Kentucky
6
12-3 1.424
7
7 UCLA
9-2 1.268
10
8. Arizona
8-1 1.122
6
9 Purdue
12-2 1,090
11
10. St John's
11-2 1.084
12
11. North Carolina
13-3 1.019
9
12 Michigan St
11-3 1,014
13
13 Indiana
14-3
995
8
14 Auburn
870
13-0
17
15. New Mexico
12-1
742
15
'16. Minnesota
9-1
719
16
.11. Iowa
11-1 - 661
21
18. Kansas
9-3
584
18
19. Arkansas
11-2
529
20
20 Syracuse
10-3
366
22
Clemson
21.
11-3
356
14
22. Texas Christian
12-2
298
24
23. Oklahoma St
193
9-3
25
24 Wisconsin
12-3
121
19
25 Caldornia
9-2
—
75
Others receiving votes Ohio Si 66. Oregon 61.
Providence 46. Louisville 33, Coll of Charleston 26.
Miami 25. Florida 24. Georgia 21. Southern Cal 20,
Pittsburgh 19. Creighton 17, Temple 15, SW Missouri
St 13, Toledo 11, Oklahoma 9, Villanova 9, Colorado
St 8, Washington 8. N Carolina St 7. MURRAY ST.
6, Tulsa 6. Miami, Ohio 5. Detroit 4, Kansas St 4.
Utah 4. Missouri 3, Tennessee 3. DePaul 2. Old Dominion 2. Xavier 2, Gonzaga 1, Penn St 1, Princeton
1

Racers 84, Middle Term. 74

MSU extended its lead to as
many as 14 points (65-51) in the
second half, but Middle -- shooting
58 percent in the second half -closed the gap to 72-68 with four
minutes to go.
The Blue Raiders' toughness
was no surprise to Anderson.
"We knew they would come out
and compete," he said. "When you
go into a game without players like,
they did, you draw off of that. They
played hard and gave us a tough
game."
Towns scored all of his points in
the second half.
"I got after Marlon at halftime,
and in the second half he really
played well," Anderson said. "He
got rebounds and shot the ball better. He hasn't gotten into a scoring
rhythm yet. But even when he's not
scoring, he still plays a really sound
game."
Towns said he has been searching for consistently offensively.
"I've been trying to find my
game for two weeks now and I
think I made a step toward that tonight," he said. "I've never been in
the situation where the ball isn't
falling, but this is only our fifth
game in this arena and I've had to
get a feel for this gym.
"My teammates asked me to
step up my offense, and I appreciate that from them because it shows
they have confidence in me,"
Towns added. "Nobody has to
worry about me not playing defense, but I know that if I can score,
it will make things easier for us."
Murray State pulled out to a 6551 lead with 10:30 left in the game,
and still led by 10, 72-62, with 5:46
left.
But back-to-back 3-pointers by
Ali McGhee brought the Blue
Raiders to within 72-68 at the fourminute mark.
But Murray ,State battled back
with an 8-2 run over the next three
minutes to make it 80-70. Reese
had two buckets in the run while
Spencer and Virgil added one
apiece.

From Page 8

trade Tee Martin for anyone in the
country."
The Vols took a 14-0 lead on a
pair of touchdowns in a 25-second
span of the second quarter and led
14-9 at halftime. Neither team
scored in the third period.
Martin threw his second touchdown pass, the 79-y_arder to Price.
with 9:17 to go to put the Vols
ahead 20-9 and Jeff Hall kicked a
23-yard field goal with 6:01 left.
But the Seminoles(11-2)rallied
Florida State cut the lead to 23this team just needs to win a game 16 on Outzen's 7-yard scoring run
or two, to have something good with 3:42 left. Sebastian
happen to them."
Janikowski's ensuing onside kick
"They're not fat from being a was recovered by Florida State, but
good team," Smith said. " I'm officials ruled the ball hit the kicksure Eddie's feeling like any win at er's hand after it had traveled only
this point is a good win.'s
7 yards and the Vols took possession.
•
Florida State recovered a Tennessee fumble two minutes later.
giving the Seminoles a final
chance. But on the first play after
the fumble, Outzen's long pass was
intercepted by Steve Johnson and
the Vols ran out the clock.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

From Page 8
Middle placed five players in
double figures. Cortney Neeley led
the way with 14 points while Teneka Burr I added 11 and Kelly
Chastain, Je • McClure and
Thomatis all had 10.
The Lady Raiders were 29 of 64
(45 percent) from the field, 2-of-12
from 3-point range and 12 of 17 at
the free throw line. MTSU won the
rebounding battle 43-32, and each
team committed 22 turnovers.
Murray State returns to OVC action Saturday night at 5. hosting
Tennessee-Martin.

ODOM

Limousine

MIDDLE TENNESSEE (4-9)
Wallace 6-12 5-6 18, Thomas 1-3 0-0 2.
Swanigan 3-6 2-5 8, Duncan 3-6 4-4 12,
McGhee 8-14 0-0 18, White 0-0 0-0 0. Marshall 0-1 0.00. King 2-5 2-2 8. Cobb 4-4 0-1
8 Totals 27-51 13-1874
MURRAY ST(12-2)
Murray 7-14 0-0 17. Spencer 4-9 2-2 10.
Virgil 7-10 2-6 16, Towns 4-12 1-2 11. Reese
10-17 4-4 25, Floyd 0-0 0-0 0. Burdine 0-0 00 0. Cunningham 0-0 0-0 0, Gay 1-3 0-0 2,
Turner 0-1 3-33 Totals 33-66 12-1784
Halftime—Murray St 41. Middle Tennessee
33. 3-point goals—Middle Tennessee 7-17
(Wallace 1-3, Duncan 2-2, McGhee 2-7, King
2-5). Home 6-18 (Murray 3-8Towns 2-5,
Reese 1-4 Turner 0-1). Fouled out—None
Rebounds—Middle Tennessee 29 (Swanigan
7), Murray St. 33(Spencer 8). Assists—Middle Tennessee 14 (Duncan 9), Murray St 18
(Towns 6).- Total fouls—Middle Tennessee
14, Murray St. 15. A-3.243.

OVC STANDINGS
ovc
Murray St
SE Missouri
Tennessee St
Middle Tennessee
E Illinois
Tenn Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead St.
Tenn -Martin
E Kentucky

4
4
2
2
2
1

All
L
W
12
2
7
5
5
5
4
9
7
7
5 6
3 7
4 8
3 8
1 11

0
0
1
2
2
2
3
3
4

"We've got a veteran team-and
our guys know how to win," Anderson said of the late surge. "We
made some big stops late when we
had to and we forced some turnovers and turned them into easy
baskets."
Murray State shot an even 50
perceru (33 of 66) from the field,
including 6-of-IS on 3-pointers
while making 12 of 17 at the free
throw line. MSU outrebounded
Middle 33-29 with Spencer grabbing six boards.
McGhee and Cedrick Wallace
scored 18 apiece to pace Middle
while Richard Duncan added 12
and Ellious Swanigan, Gerald King
and Johnny Cobb all had eight. The
Blue Raiders were a hot 27 of 51
(53 percent) from the field, 7-of-17
from 3,point range and 13 of 18 at
the free throw line.
Murray State returns to action
Saturday, hosting Tennessee-Mar-tin at 7 p.m.

MARK YOUNG - Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Marlon Towns (right) works against Middle Tennessee's Ali McGhee in the Racers' 84-74 Ohio Valley Conference win Monday, their 35th straight home victory.

Eley leads SEMO to win
over Morehead State
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP) —
Bud Eley had 24 points, 14 rebounds
and a school record 10 blocks as
Southeast Missouri State beat Morehead State 71-69 Monday night.
The Indians (7-5, 4-0) were down
31-34 at the half and trailed 60-58
with 4:35 remaining, when Demetrius
Watson tied it with a basket. Southeast took the lead with 2:45 remaining on a 3-point play by Eley.
Morehead (4-8, 1-3) came within
one with 1:22 remaining on a basket
by Kyle Umberger.
Eley scored with 49 seconds left
to put the Indians up by three.
Watson scored 15 for the Indians
and Cory Johnson added 13.
The Eagles were lead by Brett
Bohanan with 18 points. Eric Brown
had 14 points and Dewayne Krom
had 11.
E. Illinois 71, E. Kentucky 56
CHARLESTON, Ill. (AP) — Kyle
Hill scored 22 points, including four 3-pointers, and Eastern Illinois pulled
away from a halftime tie to beat
Eastern Kentucky 71-56 Monday
night.
The Panthers (7-7, 2-2 Ohio Valley Conference) went ,on a 14-2 run

"It keels great. fee's great,"
Martin said in the middle of a `wild
celebration at midfield. "All the adversity we faced — all the guys
that went to the NFL last year, all
the shoes we had to fill."

in the opening minutes of the second

half, and the Colonels (1-11, 0-4)
never recovered on the way to their
10th straight loss.
Hill, who was 8-of-10 from the
field, scored 18 points in the first
half.
Eastern Kentucky, which made
only seven field goals in the second
half (7-of-27), were paced by Whitney Robinson's 13 points and Ibrahim Myles' 10 for the game.
Tennessee Tech 56, UT-Martin 46
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Josh
Heard .scored 8 of his 11 points during an early second-half surge Monday night as Tennessee Tech topped
Tennessee-Martin 56-46.
The Golden Eagles (5-6, 1-2
Ohio Valley Conference) outscored
Martin (3-8, 1-3) 19-10 at the start of
the second half to expand a 26-23
lead to 45-33 with 11:37 remaining.
The Skyhawks cut their deficit to
47-42 on a basket by Sean Griffin
with 5:53 left, but a basket by DeAntoine Westmoreland and a 3-pointer
by Heard put Tech back in control
52-42.
Josh Heard paced Tech with 14
points.
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Racer Basketball's radio broadcast of Coach Tevester
Anderson's weekly talk show on WNBS 134
.0 AM: Can't
make the Racer Club meetings on Tuesday? Catch up on
MSU hoops on Monday night at Pagliai's at 970 Chestnut.

RACERS
Murray State
University

•
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

•

753-9132

Broadcast live on WNBS 1340 AM
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SerVitt

Weddings • Anniversaries
Bachelor/Bachelorette Parties • Proms
Birthdays • Club Tours • Airport Runs

A

The ULTIMATE TOTAL BODY

WORKOUT
for men & women

CALL TODAY 901-247-3934

GET FIT • LOSE WEIGHT • HAVE FUN • BE STRONG

Weekly Amateur Contest
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Cardio-Kickboxing is addictive! It's a
workout you look forward to each day
without bulky, expensive equipment.

Best In Adult
Entertainment

foot

DAILY SPECIALS

Cardio-Kickboxing works! Muscle &
Fitness
magazine
rated
CardioKickboxing as the highest calorie-burning workout available today. Burning an
amazing 800 calories per hour.

BUDWEISER, BUD
LIGHT, MICHELOB

Call Today! mr753-6111

7,000 sq. ft. —
35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups

3, Boykin
I 3-point
rids: NA

r 1'6 free

Cardio-Kickboxing is easy to learn. No
complicated choreography.

Wednesday Nights

Ottlf

si Rttt

Specials Daily

• Food•Pool
• Darts

hR IS

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

B.Y.0.13
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

18 and up

Unleash Your Potential

18 & Up

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
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"It gives me spirit, it
gives me confidence."
It empowers me. It's
awesome! I feel like
I can kick butt"

•

"Cardio-KickboxIng
Is not like aaything
you've died before.
Ws the best total
workout that
you can get."
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
ASSIF11.1) Al) RATES
,
Display Ut..
$6.25 Column hick 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
r
753-1916

(All 3 A* MIMI Raw W.A.,. 6 Day Period )

$2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide,
Reader Ads

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

10e per wont 56 0)TIMM= A day 6s pa word pa day far each addiuonal consecuuve da,
$2.00 atra for Shoppa Crum . Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )5200 extra for blind boa ads
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED MERGER
Notice is hereby given that Citizens Bank
and Trust Company, having its principal
place of business at 333 Broadway, Paducah,
Kentucky, 42001, an indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of Mercantile Bancorporation Inc.,
has made application to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (the "FDIC") for its
written consent to merge with and into (i) the
Bank of Marshall County, having its principal place of business at 201 East 11th Street,
Benton, Kentucky, 42025; (ii) the Graves
County Bank, having its principal place of
business at 406 South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 42006; and (iii) United
Commonwealth Bank FSB, having its principal place of business at 1111 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071 (the "Merging
Banks") with the resulting state-bank being
Citizens Bank and Trust Company (the
"Resulting Bank"). Contemporaneously,
Citizens Bank and Trust Company will
change its name to "Mercantile Bank of
Kentucky." The main and branch offices of
the Merging Banks will become branches of
the Resulting Bank and the main office will
be 333 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky, 42001.
This notice is published pursuant to Section
18(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person wishing to comment on this
application may file his or her comments in
writing with the Regional Director of the
FDIC at its Regional Office (2345 Grand
Avenue, Suite 1500, Kansas City, Missouri,
64108) before processing the application has
been completed. Processing will be completed
no earlier than the 30th day following the
first required publication. The period may be
extended by the Regional Director for good
cause. The nonconfidential portion of the
application file is available for inspection
within one day following the request for such
file. It may be inspected at the FDIC's
Regional Office during regular business
hours. Photocopies of information in the nonconfidential portion of the application file will
be made available upon request. A schedule
of charges for such copies can be obtained
from the Regional Office.
Date: Dec. 7 & 21 and Jan. 5
Citizens Bank and Trust Company
Paducah, Kentucky

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standarlaed in 10
plena and we write
II 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 199&

HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.
LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January. 20Ib cylinder $5.95, 100lb cylinder
$27 95 with ad. B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th. 753-4389.

NOW OPEN
Skinsations

Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
"Free Consultation
McCONNELL
•Specializing In Electrolysis,
INSURANCE
triermoysis & Blend
AGENCY
Located in Walnut Plaza
753-4199
104 N.5th St, *Suite 203
or nationwide
753-5900
1-800-455-4199
STARTING
January 9th
•our 35th year of service'
will be workFutrell
Lottie
Aar
ing Saturday's at Leta's
ALTERATIONS
Salon. Call for an appointRuth's See & Sew
ment, 753-8282
753-6981
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
BIBLE message 759-5177.
) wax jobs, free pickup and
CONSIDERING Abortion'
delivery service in town
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed'
OPENING soon Judy's
Gift Certificates Available
Ceramics. Rte 299 &
Hanchvash & Detail $20
Washer Rd. Phone 489Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
6176. Register now for
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
classes. Cleaning, paint753-7262
ing, etc.
For more Information
call:

PERSON needed to share
utilities and pay half rent
$125/mo 759-3768
060
estand foiled
(2) St Bernard s missing
rom Cherry Corner area
Male & female, 9 mo.,
tags
name
wearing
Please Help' Call 7591824, 753-1813 or 7679435. Reward.
WILL the person who
found my purse Christmas
Eve, please return my
cards and especially my
heanng aid Send to PO
Box 1835

Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE
I

•

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Went to Buy

Articles
For UM

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, and pisBenson Sporting
tols
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633

group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
COUCH and love seat, turquoise blue floral. $200.
Good condition. 753-0176.
210

Office Space
For Sate
CONSOLE PIANO: Small
monthly payments. Will finance with approved credit. See locally. 800-635761 1

18" DISH Satellites. 2
ways to qualify for free satellite receiver and dish Also, receivers starting at
$99. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.

14X70 2br, 1 bath, 9ft cellin, wood burning fireplace, electric appliances.
Nice well built trailer.
$7,500. 753-2699, 7537930.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery .753-4566
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD. YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Co for directions if needed. No resume please
I eye people, not paw. E.O.E.

090

WORKER with high morals, multi skills desires a
position. 527-7803.

POSITIONS OPEN
Start Jan. 99
Position

I

S LES. usl ha%c 2., ii 1t1
ncal & 11.'1141ml:thin) 's lc.,

I

[VI Nollial

100

c‘perictux hclyttil -

SMOKERS wanted
1-888-308-0242

Time

RT-T1 1
Position i B
- Ts“) - Thk..L
per
hi: in.initc nano: - - Tvi
perm ins nectici

All pii.iiions tkquire
s‘,,iL mime Siurd.i s.
MDM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations Custom built
systems to your specs On
site service by certified
tech
753-2316 -pager
742-1552

I.'liltup

Sa1ar & cic. dcpcntling on
csperience/tpialitications.
1ppl
Person
-N.() PlIONE. C‘I.I.S
%SF"

140
Want lo Buy
II
90- 115HP outboard mo
tor, 4cyl 759-5073
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all. Calf 7539433.

NICE 2br trailer for rent.
Call Linzy Beane, 4362582.
SMALL attractive mobile
home on private lot in Murray. $200 rent, $200 deposit. 753-7953.

SEASONED Firewood, delivered, $35. 435-4494.

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANT
Looking for meaningful
empfbyment that allows
you the opportunity to real1997 CLAYTON 16X80,
ly make a difference? Brit3br, 2 bath, GE applianthaven of Benton is offerces, fireplace, whirlpool,
Ing a nurse assistant
front & rear porch, storage
class. Class begins soon.
building, excellent condiBritthaven offers: •Paid
tion, $28,500. 759-2231.
'Employment
Training
LARGEST Selection of
once certified •Kentucky
used homes, 12', 14', 16'
in
Apply
Certification.
wide. All at Special Prices.
PERSON at Britthaven of
See the Housing Leader,
Benton, Hwy 641 S, Ben- HOT tub (2 yr warranty
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
ton, KY. Drug Free Work left), aroma therapy sauna,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
Place. EOE/AAE.
(2) tanning beds, Royal MOBILE home on a nice
CONSTRUCTION tempo- cash register Macintosh lot in subdivision, east of
rary, full-time_ Both experi- lap top computer w/pnnter, Murray. $8,000. 759-4401.
enced and inexpenenced treadmill, butterfly exercise
MUST SEE!
commercial flat roofers machine, stepper, exercise
out on all 1998
Close
bike.
bells,
bar
Easy rider.
and laborers, required to
homes. One of the Southstart immediately. Entry microwave, high pressure
and Oldest
level starts at $8.00 per washer w/gas motor. Ev- east Largest
Dinkins
MoDealerships.
hour. Expenenced wage is erything in good condition.
bile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
1-800-876753-9274.
negotiable.
Wood St., Paris, TN,
6340. (refer to ad KY).
SEE us for your barn or
1-800-642-4891.
LPN Position available.
roof metal. Cut to length
Apply in person, Britthaven
Covers 36 inches, many
of Benton. Hwy 641 South,
Homes For Rent
colors. Economy Metal &
Benton, KY (across from
Supply Co. 489-2722.
Wal-Martl. EOEJAAE
2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo
SALES- CEMETERY
753-6012.
160
Be one of the highest paid
3BR, trailer with full baseHome Furnishings
in America. Call 11amment on 167 Wilkins Drive.
4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
2PC living room group 5 lots with big garage.
SIRLOIN Stockade now $14.95/wk. Call 753-4663. 436-5570 or 436-5901.
hiring Assistant Manager.
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
We otter competitive pay, BROYHILL Hideaway bed
home, 759-9730
health loveseat & chair, beige. MOBILE
comprehensive
2br, clean
14X70
NCE
$300
floral,
blue
&
mauve
benefits, along with a fine
641 South 492-8488
working environment. Ap- Call 395-5397
ply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.
THE Amerihost Inn has
positions open for a fulltime maintenance worker
and house keeping. AppliFor the best possible prices with
cations can be picked up
FREE delivery and setup go to...
at the Amenhost Inn, 1210
N 12th Street. Murray. No
phone calls please EOE.
0001Mte
OBOICSIO

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

..!::;.e.
1,

VISA ),

Homes For Rent

150

1979 CHEVROLET van, a
concrete trowl machine. &
a brick saw (nearly new).
436-5067
26" COLORED Zenith walnut console TV, good condition. $75. 753-7387.
ASHLEY wood stove $85.
753-3915
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
GO-KART,. new 5 horse
Bnggs & Stratton engine,
live axle, quick change
sprocket. New front tires,
$400. Call 753-9892.

070

17
hor
bar
Rec
Ten

Deadline
Day & Time
Frl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

erty
ont(
Rd,
pot
moi
vie,
ed c

150

140

Position
Wanted

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!

Just Say "Charge It"

Ad Deadlines

1

r, 4

• 1

1\

1 11111,
I 11111s•'
,
1,1/
1

‘1)11.1('.1TIONS & INTER IFAVS
Sal. 1/2/)9 NIon. Ihrii Thor. 1/4 - 1/7/99
Sal. 9-4 Lin.•‘‘ecktlas 9-5 p.m.

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
RETAIL or office space for
rent. 700 square feet to
2500 square feet.
Century 21. 753-1492.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509.
Apernnents For Rent
1 BEDROOM Apt for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR, 1 bath, partially fur
nished, in town. $180/mo.
Deposit required. 7591519.
1BR, low utilities, no pets.
$235/mo. 753-3949.
1BR, w/d, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, back
utilities.
low
deck,
$335/mo. 759-2571, 5592031.
2BR duplex, 2 bath, garage, 11/2 yrs old, 903 N.
20th. No pets, $600/mo,
1yr lease. 436-2834.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1 bath, w/d, central
h/a. No pets. Deposit required. Close to university.
$450/mo. 753-3536.
2BR, 11/2 bath duplex
w/appliances. 3BR, 2 bath
duplex w/appliances.
753-5344 or 559-9970.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

Keep your
computer in

rIments For Rent

NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat, no pets.
Lease. 1819 Ridgewood.
$450/mo. 753-7457.
SPACIOUS unfurnished
apartment low utilities.
$265 rent, $265 deposit.
Justin Crosser
753-7953
Upgrade, Training & Installation
Repair,
Computer
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
duplex w/garage, applian415 S. 4th St.
ces furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 753- IS
c_Pc.PdEVID
(roman trOMP
'3
"3
2905.

Top Shape

55+
en b
$85

call the

Tedimpotidpintalist

3-41
cen
w/f
Lan
$11,

Calloway Monument Co.

3BF
gas
lot,
or 7
3BF
batt
ray,
$65
COI
3br,
utili
Phc
EAF.
brio
MO
batt
ft b
436
534

1707 W Main St. Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surS rounding area, for their patronage during the
MOM
SLEEPING
% last 50 years. Mr. James(Jim) Smothers has
$150/mo Coleman RE,
passed away, however Calloway Monument
753-9898
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jew Adams and Jennifer §
lioueliFer Rem
"Smothers" Sp'encer for your memorial needs.
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our "Speciality"
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
S
deposit required.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
753-4109.
753-1962
ei
Cs.
cip
cilcIffellf9
2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
No pets, deposit & lease
required, $500/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
.•
ii KNITI/1.11. 11(
2BR, 2 bath, 11/2 miles
from town, 121 South.
$375/mo plus deposit.
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Price
753-4549 after 5pm.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
2BR, gas heat, extremely
-Universal -Broyhill
-Kimball
low utilities. 415 S 10th.
-Restonic •Basset •Kesler
-Pulaski
759-4696.
Call
L'..„
II 4,.t
2BR, gas heat, no pets.
(„-.
753-1502 or 753-4860.
Downtown
Free
2BR, southwest area.
Financing
Murray
$350/mo plus deposit, no
pets. 435-4226.
3BR house, 5 minutes
north of Murray. 759-4826.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, refrigerator, range, carport, hardwood floors, brick, corner
Why Pay Higher Prices
lot, walking distance of
On A Rental Vehicle?
campus, deposit required.
759-9746.
3BR, 1 bath, with appliances, w/d hook-up, central
Rental and Sales
h/a. $430 plus deposit, ref112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
erences, no pets. 753Phone:753-6910
10
inlow
MSU,
3BR,near
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates
come must qualify. Equal
Housing Opportunity. 4365685.
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a.
492-8526.
LARGE house, Hwy 641
South. No pets. 492-8120.
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Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

Ai
Sc
ml

"STOP",

ant

LTA

HALEY'S

NICE 3br, 2 bath with appliances, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, on quiet street.
$525 plus deposit, references, no pets. 753-1059

6

/ ALPINE,
•)ockrordroscroo.

clarion'

Tapes
CD's

aa Ica •cs

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Pl 401s

EASTSIDE

3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
641S, CLEAN, 2br, h/a,
119 Main • 753-6266
w/d hookup, no pets. Water & garbage pickup furC-STORAGE
nished. Deposit. 492-8634. 10x15 storage units, 4th St
BRAND new 1br apart- & Sycamore E. Next to
ments, appliances furnish- Cunningham Auto Repair.
ed, water/ sewage/ sanita753-3571.
tion paid, 1year lease, no
pets. Available January 1.
Neon Beach
$350 deposit, $350/mo.
Mini-Storage
Call 436-5455.

BP
STORAGE

All Size Units

EXTRA large duplex in priAvailable
vate area, central a/c with
753-3853
natural gas heat and appliances, available 1/1/99,
CREEKVIEW
lease plus deposit, no
Self-storage warehouses
pets. $475/rno. 759-1087
on Center Drive behind
after 4pm.
Shoney's. $20-$40/mo
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
759-4081
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905
All Sizes Available
GARAGE apt, 404 St 8th
St $200 per month plus
deposit. No pets
759-4771
storage
NORTHWOOD
LARGE new 2br, central presently has units availah/a, low utilities, utility ble 753-2905 or 753room, appliances, no pets, 7536
quiet Deposit required.
$395/mo 753-8828.
stank'
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
DOG obedience classes or
your home' Great 1 or 2br
private. Serving Murray 17
apartments with great
years 436-2858.
pnce, central ft/a, laundry
Office hours
facilities
Raid Edina
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
Equal
1502)753-8668,
KOPPERUD Realty has
Housing Opportunity
buyers waiting to purchase
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- homes- all pnce ranges If
4br house w/washer & dry- you are thinking of selling
er, furnished. near MSU contact one of our courteInquire at 1210 Main St ous
professional
and
753-1252 before 5pm, agents at 7511222 or stop
753-0606 after 5pm
by our office at 711 Main.

641 Storage
753-5585

Dixieland Canter

753-0113

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

1

Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

40

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking
experienced OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation.
WE OFFER:
• $38,000 per year
• Excellent Benefits
• Paid Holidays
• 1 Week Paid Vacation in 6 mo.
• 2 Weeks in a Year
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• 401K, Safety Bonus
• Late Model Equipment
• Home Weekends and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
• 2 years experience in last 5 years
• Minimum 23 years of age
• Good Driving Record
• Pass DOT PhysicAl/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Mike
or Ben.

Amnon
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 5, 1999
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10 ACRES, 7 miles south

on Hwy 121. Beautiful
building sites. $16,950.
E.Terms. 753-4984.
17.5 ACRES with nice 4br
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creeks
Reduced to $74,500 Easy
Terms 753-9302
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14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
55+/- ACRES, Clarks River bottom, north of Murray.
$850/ acre. 759-1701

3-4BR, 2 bath, gas heat,
central air, Iv, dng, den
w/fp, nearly 2,000sq.
corner
Large
lot.
$116,500. 753-0810.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
gas logs fireplace, large
lot, natural gas. 489-2922
or 753-5121.
3BR, brick, carport, 2
baths, 3 miles from Murray, 3/4 acre, very clean.
$65,000. 753-9711.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
utilities, large garage.
Priced in $30's. 759-4826.
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
bnck ranch. 753-0444.
MODULAR home, 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage. 768sq
ft building. $48,000. 502436-2464 or 913-6515342.

QUALITY
fron
built,
porch, deck, cathedral ceil
ing, 2br, 2 bath, low utilit
ies. 352 West Grove Drive
Lynwood Heights Subdivision. 759-2571, 559-2031.

1997 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels, cd player, 31 XXX
miles $17,500 Contact
492-8500

Call 489-2842
1972 CHEYENE Iwb, new
1985 CHEVY Celebrity, brakes, new tires, mint
excellent running condi- condition. Ready to retion. $800. Call 759-9577. store, no engine or transmission, $1500. Call 7531991 FORD Escort wagon. 9892.
$1,400. 753-9585.
1987 DODGE 50 pick-up,
1992 CAMARO RS +, Fl, automatic, air, 96,XXX
V6. $5,500 obo. 759-4429. miles. $2,300. 489-2704
1990 FORD 4X4 Dually,
1994 CHEVY Cavalier, auexcellent condition, sharp
to, air, AM/FM cassette,
truck. $8,500 obo. 75390,XXX miles, 2dr. $4200.
8612.
767-0734.
1990 JEEP Commanche,
1996 FORD T-Bird, deep 4x4, automatic, red, good
blue metallic, blue interior, condition, 107xxx miles,
3.8L V-6, p/w, pit, tilt $5200. Call 474-2485.
cruise, air, am/fm cassette, 1995 TOYOTA Tacoma,
new tires, class III, Draw- extended cab 4x4 pick-up.
miles, asking
tite hitch w/ball mount, 32,XXX
70,XXX miles. Have all $13,950 obo. After 5pm,
759-4511.
maintenance
receipts.
Must see and drive to ap- 1996 TOYOTA Tacoma,
preciate. $12,500. 502- white, low miles, power
steering, air, am/fm radio,
753-4519 before lOpm.
5-speed. 753-3366, 7539949.
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, exAuto dealer will arrange fitended cab, air, cassette
nancing even if you have
player. Asking under NAbeen turned down before.
DA book. Call 753-4888.
Loans available for no
1999 CHEVY extended
credit, bad credit, and
cab Z71 (1998 body style).
bankruptcy buyers. No coRed, loaded, 5,XXX miles.
signers needed. Must
$26,500. Call 502-527have at $750 cash or
7980 leave message.
trade-in.

AUTO LOANS

Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1985 FULL-SIZE school
bus converted into camper,
good condition. $3,000
GOLD 1997 Nissan Maxiobo. 527-7980 or 527ma
39,XXX
miles.
2833, leave message.
$17,500. 753-2070.
1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer.
EXCELLENT Condition.
$11,900. 436-2225.

1-800-566-2277.
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REDUCED PRICE
Architect designed. Formal living & dining rooms.
Spacious family room w/fireplace, 4br, 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt.
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Metal Roofing
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for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

lb.
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53-0113

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Thmming
Stump Removal
Hedge Trimming

Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service
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atruce Green
Buang Contractor, Inc.

(502) 753-8343
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All In One
Construction

PROP
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For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: 502-7
David H. Miller, Owner/Br

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

A ,
Pr,!,5,onals.
Stump
removal, tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No
Job Too Small. 10% Discount thru 1/31/99.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling• Repairs. Custom Cabinets. Concrete
Work. AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, garages,
carports, hardwood floors
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
E&E Interior/ Exterior
Painting. 474-2046.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Ott. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
pnces. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
L&J HOME BUILDERS
General Contractors
New construction. Remodling. Electrical, vinyl siding,
porches, decks, plumbing
repair.
Home 753-0353
Office 753-9372
LAMB Bros. Dozing and
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
436-6266.

Waited
WANTED Hunting land to
lease 436-2463

502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub:.& General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584.
BUSHHOGGING. Jonesy
437-4030.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates. SatisReferences. Call
fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM
Chimney
Chim
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
services. 10% senior citidiscount. Contact
zen
Tracy Manning, 435-4006
CLEANING SERVICE
For real estate, RENTALS
& new construction. Also
painting & repair.
759-0484
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Call Us For A Free Quote

&KINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross
Large enough to handle your Insurance
needs, small enough to care

LOST
5 yr. old Chocolate Lab,
around 1518 Kirkwood,
answers to Biscuit.
762-4328 days
753-0638 nights

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Drop by and see our showroom
409

SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunoy Bread)
753-6940

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
Pager:(502) 742-1039

P.O. Box 169
Hardin, KY 42048

Licensed & Insured

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed
Ii I1

if

www.automobilesonline.com I 100
Online Cash Rebate
Click here
DWAIN
TAYLOR
to view a listing of
( 1 72/
OF MURRAY, KY
our inventory

iamb Brothers
7ree Service

f

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
Estimating
r. Service
ge Trimming
Spraying
& Stump
oval

-

Owned & Operated By
Tim Lamb

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
is
-lileallftyp
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Wholesale Barns
os & Utility Sheds ,
r,4e Do
Mailable
= ecks
All sheds/barns are FOB site Choice of brown or
charcoal black shingles All exterior wood is treated
for weather resistance Options arid prices are available upon request including windows, double doors
on eight foot wide buildings, vents, ramps, shelves
lofts
•Pnrel

LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)-State underground mining machinery.
records show the number of 1998 Two truckers were kid hauling
Kentucky mine fatalities doubled coal on mine property, and a miner
from a record-low five in 1997.
died when
highwall he was
According' to the state Depart- drilling fell on him.
ment of Mines and Minerals, 10
Franklin expressed concern for
Kentucky miners were killed in the increase in deaths from 1997
1998. The U.S. Mine Safety and to 1998, but said the state's total
Health Administration, however. of 10 was the third-lowest in Kencounted 12 deaths in Kentucky.
tucky mining history.
Even with the higher number,
More than a third of 1998's
the nationwide total of 29 is one mine deaths occUrred in Kentucky,
fewer than the all-time record low said Amy Louviere, a spokesof 30 reported in 1997. MSHA woman for MSHA. West Virginia
officials said Monday.
had the second-highest number
Both state and federal agencies with six. Virginia had five. Colcounted five deaths in Kentucky orado reported two and Pennsylin 1997.
State Mines and Minerals Com- vania. Ohio, Wyoming and Alabamissioner John Franklin said it is ma one each.
not unusual for the two agencies
Federal
officials
appeared
to disagree since state officials do pleased by the national figures Monnot count deaths at operations they day. Louviere said she could not
do not regulate, such as coal slur- explain the discrepancy between
ries. Franklin said.
state _and federal records.
Seven of the 10 deaths reportFranklin pointed out that the
ed by state officials in 1998 number of deaths in Kentucky
occurred .,in underground mines. mines has declined, decade by
Nine were in Eastern Kentucky. decade, since the 1920s.
Five of the deaths were the result
The state reported 1,614 minof roof-falls. Two were caused by ing deaths between 1920 and '1929.

BY JACQUELINE BIGA
Tree Trimm
Cleanup
Full Line
Equlpm
"Quality

74,1100
.11-

U.S. Highway
45 South

U.S., Kentucky tallies
of mine deaths differ

HOROSCOPES

LICENSED & INSURED

Special-818-- /85

1

Alex Norsworthy of Murray visits with a familiar face Dec. 22
during the Murray-Calloway County's Parks and Recreation
Department's "Santa in the Park."

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

02-ZY4-8 04

A

•

CIMITOMI KITCHEN CAIIIINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWONIUMO

Services Offered
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES,....
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30
753-0530.

•.•'•

Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds

7•17•cr 77. change *dhow owe

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - id/Shopper $195.

Call 753-1916 for details.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for W
esd-ey,
Jan. 6, 1999:
Say whatever you think. Your communication skills mark your interactions. You can take in a general
perspective and understand what
motivates others. Foreigners play a
positive role in your year. Some type
of experience that helps you learn is
also likely. Consider going back to
school. If you are single, you could
meet someone close to home. Your
feelings swing to extremes.Two suitors could also be a possibility. If
attached, your relationship grows to
a new level. Sometimes there is a
coldness, other times, a genuine
warmth, as your relationship experiences growing pains. VIRGO is a
fun travel buddy.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 191
*** News sets you ajar this morning. Use information that comes forward to solidify an unsettled workrelated matter. Your guidance permits a new professional beginning.
Talk about new ideas, and brainstorm with creative co-workers. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20i
**** Pressure from others causes
your good nature to fizzle. Be creative, take an overview and remain
consistent. You come up with inventive solutions when others can't. Let
your imagination play out in a relationship. You enjoy flights of fancy.
Tonight: Allow yourself to have a
good time.
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
*** Foundations are important in
a partnership. Confusion surrounds
a key loved one in your life. Use good
sense and decorum dealing with others; it comes back in multiples.
Refuse to engage in someone's power
plays. Take time for a family matter.
Tonight: Happy at home.
CANCER(Tune 21-July 221
***** Talks are critical in solving
a problem at work. Visualize more of
what you want,and make it happen.
Others demonstrate their caring by
taking meaningful actions. Clear
your desk; get • your job done. You
just might need to screen some of
your phone calls. Tonight: Out with
friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Continue handling financial
matters with a firm hand. Pressure
is intense to deal with a child or
loved one who is encouraging you to
take a risk. Work toward a better
relationship with a co-worker.Think
through decisions carefully. Brain-

storm, to find the best solutions.
Tonight: Pace yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are personality-plus.
Listen carefully to someone; he
clearly cares about you. Brainstorm,
come up with solutions and think
through decisions. Your creativity
comes through when you talk with
others and explore ways to satisfy
mutual needs. Tonight: Enjoy the
night with abandon.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
** A misunderstanding flavors your
decisions. Think and evaluate, but
right now, keep your opinions to
yourself. Be resourceful when dealing with a domestic or personal problem. Not everyone needs to think
just like you, nor will they. Listen to
the other side. Tonight: Where the
action is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Attend meetings, network
and touch base with others. A conversation adds a new dimension to
your point ofview. Return messages,
and stay on top of news. Important
information is coming your way. Use
caution with spending. Tonight: Do
exactly what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Take charge with projects.
Though you are efficient and want to
get the job done,avoid being controlling. Be direct as you explain a moneymaking concept. Others admire your
ability to risk and shift gears. Take
time for a respected elder or friend.
Tonight: Still mentally at work.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Approach situations in
another way. Allow feedback from
others. Break past previously established ways of thinking. You could
make more of a comment than is
intended. It is time to start planning
a vacation. Tonight: Get some travel
brochures on the way home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friend could disappoint
you, but you can trust a longtime
partner. This person values discussions about what you feel. Manage
funds with yourcustomary efficiency.
Pull back; play a tow key role. Confirm news. Tonight: Spend quality
time with a loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
***** Consider what you expect
from work and bosses. Others clearly
call the shots today. Make time for
others,especially an importantmeeting. You broaden your horizons and
open doors. Consider change. You
don't have to accept the status quo.
Tonight: Made for two!
BORN TODAY
Actress Bonnie Franklin(1944),football player Charles Haley (1964),
golfer Nancy Lopez(1957)
'*5
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DEAR ABBY

survey may be misleading.

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I am a 7I-yearold married woman who continues to
enjoy sex with a competent. caring
husband. I disagree with your "survey" in which you concluded that a
large majority of post-menopausal
women object to their partners' continuing intimate activity.
In my experience, there are women
who, as a general rule, don't like most
of the things their husbands do: sex,
sports. gardening. hunting. you name
it. I've found that it is precisely these
women who complain the loudest. The
quiet ladies are the ones who have
their priorities straight and their lives
in balance They're the people who
continue to feel the -oneness" with
the partners they love. They keep
their thoughts to themselves. They
are a silent majority.
DEAR READER: Perhaps you're
• 4
correct, but my mail still runs about
five to one against Sex, a ratio that I
am told is similar to one that my fellow columnist, Ann Landers, reported
several years ago.
In any. informal study, the most
opinionated people respond. This usually leads to conclusions that may not
be held by the Majority of people who
have neutral views Hence, such a
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I wasn't really so interested in the
percentage of women who object to
sex as I was in obtaining opinions —
and simply letting women ventilate
pro or con. I wouldn't be surprised to
learn that most women are fairly content with their partners, can take or
leave se enjoy it on occasion, and
don't make a big deal out of the situation. Nonetheless, as I have previously wntten, we men cannot dismiss out
of hand the sizeable proportion of
women who feel they are exploited
because of one-sided sex. This is,
indeed, a complex subject. but I am
glad that it has once again been a
topic of attention and debate.
At the risk of submersing myself
(yet once more) in controversy. I have
the following advice:
Women: Stop incessantly complaining, have a little empathy for your
men, accept the consequences of an
interpersonal relation (even if they
are less than ideal), emphasize the
positive, consider pleasuring your
partner in ways other than intercourse, see a *rnecologist if you need
to. and remember that the sex urge is
biological (frankly. your partner may
seek out alternative sources of gratification if he cannot find it at home).
Men: Denounce the age-worn concepts that you have to have intercourse for good health and that sexual
activity is a God-given right, be more
caring and gentle. make an effort to
pleasure your partner. be sensitive to
her needs and wishes. and — above
all — consider the sex act to be a reaffirmation of mutual love, closeness
and respect.

DEAR ABBY: The letth about
the wine taster with an alcohol
problem prompts this letter. I, too,
live in Napa, Calif. — and the letter
you ran that described the winery
worker's on-the-job alcohol abuse is
a dirty little secret here in "wine
country."
Should I become injured or killed
in an auto accident on local roads,
my family knows what to do. I told
them to look into the driver's recent
whereabouts, and if the driver is a
wine tasting-room employee to seek
compensation from both the driver
and the employer! The same holds
true if the driver was a guest at the
wine tasting room and is inebriated.
The letter said the woman's
supervisor was aware of her drinking problem. In my opinion, this
makes the winery at least equally
responsible in a highway accident
— perhaps more so if they have not
attempted to resolve the problem.
The supervisor should use company money to get the alcoholic
employee into a treatment program.
There happens to be a premier
treatment facility in the heart of
Napa Valley.
In the meantime, the worried coworker should drive herself to work
— that is, unless she wants to make
her survivors wealthy.
AVOIDS THE ROADS
WHEN I CAN

LOOKING BACK

your social life that you're concerned about his or her substance abuse isn't easy. People
in denial usually don't welcome
these conversations and may
react with anger; however,
speaking up instead of remaining silent may prevent a terrible tragedy.
***

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the woman who wanted to name
her son "the third," even though his
name won't be identical to his
father's or grandfather's. She told
you that "English kings do it all the
time."
Abby, please inform that woman
that the number after a king's name
is a historical designation only. It's
not part of his name and is not used
during his lifetime. The king now
known as Henry VIII was called
"King Henry" in his time. Although
he was the son of King Henry VII,
he wasn't even related to Kings
Henry I through VI. He would have
had to be the eighth Henry in his
family to carry the number VIII
after his name while he was living.
Unless the mother plans to
crown her son king (in which case
he would be the first, not the third),
she must use her husband's and
father-in-law's exact name in order
to call her son a III. Please sign
me ...
ROYALLY SPEAKING

Churchill, Bud E. Stalls, Jimmy
Ten years ago
D. Bell, Larry Hurt, Dwain
Published is a picture of MurMcClard, Millard Carman, Howard
ray State University Physical Plant
McNeely. Ila E. Douglas and Joe
carpenter Adrian Cloys measuring
Farley are new officers of
Pat
2x4 board inside the Waterfield
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Murray
Library. Cloys and other workers
Accepted Masons.
from the physical plant were
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter will
installing a wall to convert a cor- •
married 65 years Jan. 7.
be
ner of the library into an office
Forty years ago
in a photo by Staff Photographer
Plummeting temperatures made
David Tuck.
and Calloway County resMurray
Births reported include a boy
idents shiver over the weekend
to Pamela and Richard Chilcutt, a
with two degrees below zero being
girl to Terri and Learlyn Martin,
last night. Freezing rain
recorded
and a boy to Penny and Anthony
and sleet made the roads slick.
Wallace, Dec. 27.
Recent births reported at MurTwenty years ago
Hospital include twin boys to
ray
Calloway County got its first
Mr. and Mrs. Gillard E. Spann. a
taste of snow in 1979 as an early
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hays,
morning weather system dumped
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marup to two inches here. Calloway
County Schools are not in session tin and a girl w Mr. and Mrs.
and Murray City Schools are on Glendon Minter.
an abbreviated schedule.
Norma Sue Carnal and Richard
Published is a picture of Don
R. Smith were married Dec. 21
Henry, Tom Rushing and Bill at Slaughters Methodist Church,
Adams Jr. being sworn in as mem- Slaughters.
bers of the .Murray Independent
Fifty years ago
School Board by Sheila Shaw, secCold weather has increased
retary.
sharply the number of traffic acciMel Purcell won the U.S. Ten- dents in and near Calloway Counnis Association 2 I -and-under Indoor
ty with four accidents occurring
Championship at Nashville.
since Jan. 3. No serious injuries
Thirty years ago
were reported.
Bethel Richardson was elected
In the High School Invitationas chairman and William C. Adams
al Basketball Tournament at Padas vice chairman of the Murray
ucah. Murray beat Central City,
Independent School Board. Other
but lost to Sharpe in the champiboard members are Donald Henry, onship game. Murray players were
Maurice H. Ryan and Dr. C.C. Alexander, Hargis, Miller, HackLowry.
ett, Thompson, Butterworth, Cathey,
Charles B. Jackson, Dee Lamb, Jeffrey and Stewart.
Doyce H. Morris, Guthrie B.

DEAR AVOIDS THE ROAD:
Telling your survivors to sue
DEAR R.S.: How clearly you
the winery will do nothing to
explain the system! Thank you
protect you. Few of us can avoid
traveling on roads and high- for clarifying the numbering of
England's kings. It is also the
ways, so let me repeat a mesused to number other
system
have
readers
sage that longtime
European monarchs, as well
Both Sexes: Communicate.
seen before: If you have been
as the popes of the Catholic
drinking, do not drive. If you
Now, if that doesn't generate some
Church.
And
drink.
not
are driving, do
mail. I'll be surprised.
do not ride with a driver who
*4*
or NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
has been drinking or using
With %our help,"my ki6'"
drugs. The biggest liability setcan look forward to
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
tlement in history is no coma future without
pensation for the tragedy of lost
By The Associated Press
DR. GOTT
neuromuscular diseases.
life and limb — and that's the
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 5, the
result when someone under
fifth day of 1999. There are 360
Please volunteer
the influence gets behind the
days left in the year.
PETER
today.
wheel.
spades with the king and led a club
West dealer.
Today's Highlight in History:
As you have pointed out, East-West vulnerable.
to East's king. East then returned
GOTT, M.D.
On Jan. 5, 1896. an Austrian
treatment is available. Effeca diamond, ruffed by West to put
NORTH
Presse")
newspaper ("Wiener
tive, free self-help programs
South down one.
+ 74
German
by
like Alcoholics Anonymous
discovery
the
reported
At a few tables, however, the
✓ K 1053
Muscular
of a
communiin
every
exist
almost
Roentgen
Wilhelm
physicist
declarers
The
made.
was
contract
2
3
9
10
•
Dystrophy Assoc,atioty. Telling someone at work, at
type of radiation that came to be
at these tables realized that only a
4A 54
1 800-572-1717
home, in youeneighborhood or
"wu. mclat,sa org
diamond ruffcould stop them from
EAST
WEST
known as "X-rays."
scoring ten tricks, and they took
+3
•K 9 2
On this date:
V Q872
the necessary step to circumvent
V A J 96 4
In 1589, Catherine de Medici
DAILY COMICS
the ruff.
•8 6 5 4
•A
of France died at age 69.
After winning the ace of clubs
4 K 10 8 7
Q 96 2
In 1781, a British naval expeBLONDIE
at trick two,they next led the king
SOUTH
led by Benedict Arnold
dition
of hearts from dummy. When East,
A Q J 10 8 6 5
Richmond, Va.
burned
V—
followed low, the jack of clubs was
discarded, declarer thus exchang•K Q J 7
In 1972, President Nixon ordered
ing a sure club loser for a nonexist4J 3
development of the space shuttle.
ent heart loser.
The bidding:
- In 1993, the state of WashingThis maneuver had the desired
South
North East
West
ton
executed Westley Allan Dodd,
effect. West took the king of hearts
1V
4+
Pass
2
child sex killer, in
an
admitted
longer
no
could
but
ace,
the
with
diamonds.
of
lead
— ace
Opening
America's first legal hanging since
reach East's hand to obtain the
Assume you have reached four
spades on the bidding shown. West killing diamond ruff. When he tried
1965.
leads the ace ofdiamonds and shifts returning a club to the king, deTen years ago: Lawrence E.
to a low club. How would you play clarer ruffed and played trumps,
Walsh, the special prosecutor in
eventually finishing with six
the hand?
the Iran-Contra case, asked for a
When the deal occurred in a du- spades, three diamonds and the
dismissal of two charges against
plicate game,every declarer put up ace of clubs for his contract.
Oliver North, citing the Reagan
CATHY
The loser-on-loser play utilized
the ace ofclubs,after which the play
refusal to release
administration's
varied. Most ofthem,fully aware of by the successful declarers is some,7-FirN COUGH! WE, DISCUSSED
IT WAS HARD ENOUGH KEEP-1 the danger of a diamond ruff, re- times called a "scissors coup" be'IOU KNOW.. FIRST I
YOU KNOW THE GOUGH I
material sought by North.
IT ALL MONTH ! .. WELL I
IN& TRACK OF PEOPLE'S CHILDHAD AFTER IHANKSGtviNCr?.. THE NASAL DRIP THEN fT
Five years ago: Thomas P. "Tip"
fused to try a spade finesse. In- cause of the way it severs commuTURNED INTO THE COUGH. WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW
REN NOW I REED TO KEEP
O'Neill, former speaker of the U.S.
is
It
defenders.
between
nications
the
to
next
spade
a
they
led
stead,
(
IT GRADUATED INTO
TRACK OF THEIR SYMPTOMS.
,
THE COUGH
(
REMEMBER??
not a particularly difficult play to
House of Representatives, died in
ace and returned the spade ten.
FULL-BLOWN BRONCHITIS!
all you have to do is think
execute;
the
now
Alert
defeated
defense
Boston at age 81. The Clinton
REmEmBER THAT
contract. West took the ten of of it.
administration said North Korea had
SORE THROAT
Tomorrow: Defensive card-reading.
agreed to allow renewed internaI HAD
tional inspections of seven nuclear
sites.
One year ago: Sonny Bono, the
1960's pop star-turned-politician,
CROSSWORDS
was killed when he struck a tree
while skiing in South Lake Tahoe,
35 Remove (top
ACROSS
Calif.: he was 62.
of jar)
Answer to Previous Puzzle
38 "All My '
1 "Some Like

It Only Hurts for a Minute

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
SURE MISS LAWRENCE.
HE'LL BE 23 SOON,AND HE
HAS A LIFE OF HIS OWN.
OuR Boys ARE
11
GRoWN MEN NOW, I r.
EL.

I KNOW,CONNIE_ BUT
HOW LONG WI LL_

STILL SEE THAT "B•AByt
WHEN WE LOOK AT
THEM?
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6 Competing
11 Palatable
12 Washington
— ("The
Legend of
Sleepy
Hollow")
14 Extra
innings for
short
15 — — ease
17 Pertaining to
an age
18 Three (pref
20 Uncanny
22 Be in debt
23 Clock sound
25 Laughing
27 Chou — -la'
28 Group of
eight
30 Is present
32 Mormon
State
34 Art deco
illustrator
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41 N
eative
voetg
42 Oscar winner
Hunt
44 Seaweed
substance
45 Doctrine
47 Slumber
49— Haw
50 Cincinnati
52 Musical
drama
54 A cont
55 Cuddle up
57 Woeful
Loved
59-e
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1 Of medicine
2 — Guide
3 — pollos
4 Heraldic
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60 Besmirch
bearing
5 10th
president
6 Contaminate
7 12 mos
8 •— Got a
Secret"
10
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9 Actor Robert
De —
10 Chewed upon
11 —voce
13 Secluded
valleys
16 Solo
19 Metrical
stress
21 — nous
24 Two-masted
vessel
26 Tropical fish
29 Weeds
31 Whinny
33 Answered
phone
35 State of the
36 Ate
37 Cry
39 Roman
leader
40 Local
43 Wants
46 Food paste
48 Formally
precise
51 Baseball
great
53 Peer Gynt's
mother
56 French article
58 Pas partner
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